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Reviews
Framing the Early Middle Ages: Europe and the Mediterranean, 400–800. By Chris Wickham.

16x24 cm. xxviii+990 pp., 13 maps. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005. isbn

0–19–926449–x. Price: £85.00 hb.
This is a massive book — the product of a most ambitious enterprise. It is wide-

ranging, interesting, informative and challenging. The ‘framing’ of the Early Middle
Ages Chris Wickham undertakes is not a framing in terms of critical historical events
(e.g. the Fall of Rome; the Mohammedan invasions; the assumption by Charlemagne of
the style of Holy Roman Emperor), nor yet one of determinative changes in circum-
stances, such as climatic problems or epidemic plague. What is offered is a rigorously
focused social and economic history, with the framework consisting of a set of para-
meters in terms of political organisation, the nature of aristocracy, the structure and
practices of peasant agriculture, and overall distributional systems through tax, tribute
or trade, against which different communities can be placed in a comparative manner
that simultaneously characterises those areas of the western world and confirms the
valency of these factors as key historical determinants. With a steady attention to
empirical detail, along with, thankfully, unflagging clarity of exposition, Wickham
considers up to ten regions of western and southern Europe, the Near East, and North
Africa, in respect of these issues — in fact, though, not all regions support equal cover-
age, and Ireland and Denmark largely play a supporting/contrastive role for the
discussion of ‘Britain’: which in practice is mostly concerned with England.

From the viewpoint of the readership of this journal, a feature of especial interest
and value in this book is the extensive, indeed fundamental, application of archaeologi-
cal evidence in the elucidation of this period. It would take a truly enormous discussion
to review this publication comprehensively, and to do it justice would certainly include
some sharp questioning of arguments that are put forward. In what follows, I shall pay
especial attention to integration of archaeology into the study.

Political history (‘the form of the state’) is acknowledged to have had a fundamental
role in the transition from the Roman world to the Early Middle Ages, but it is
approached primarily in the abstract — first, in fact, by the definition of three types of
polity: a strong state with a paid army funded from taxation; a weak state, with an army
supported by landholding; and the ‘pre-state’ situation, socially described as ‘tribal’ but
otherwise not explored in the same detail as the first two. (Wickham likes orderly
schemes of this kind, and they do help the reader to navigate the book.) This structure
introduces the author’s key proposition that fiscal arrangements — the survival, muta-
tion, or failure of the Roman tax-system — can be taken as an essential reference point
for characterising different areas. Since, historically, the Roman imperial period is our
starting point, in practical terms this works perfectly well, although systemically there
needs to be some caution against too simple a view that tax arrangements (or their
absence) somehow come before everything else. One reflex of those changes was the
widespread emergence of a land-based, militarised aristocracy. Different political and
social trajectories in these terms are presented in terms of case-studies, in especially
concrete and illuminating form, I found, in respect of Vandal Africa, Spain under
the successive dominance of the Romans, the Visigoths and the Arabs, the eventual
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reorganisation of the Byzantine Empire, and the emergence of the Frankish state in
northern Gaul. In the cases of Egypt and the Levant (Syria and Palestine), there seems
to have been a greater absorption of external change into systems that proved more
resilient and stable: Egypt, indeed, is finally identified as a ‘type-example for a complex
regional economy based on taxation’ (819). I shall come back to the special case of
Britain.

It is, though, important to note the author’s insistence, at a very early point, that
‘socioeconomic patterns do not go by political dates’ (29): with what inevitably has a
Marxian feel about it, the whole book in effect presents a sustained case for the substan-
tial autonomy of peasant cultivators, particularly in terms of their ability to respond to
wider circumstances and opportunities that arose. It is assumed (56) that the relation-
ships between lords and peasants are ‘conflictual’. To support this view, it is important
for Wickham to take out of the picture any major role for slavery, as per the old idea of
Roman slave-mode production evolving into the unfree tied serfdom of the High Middle
Ages. The case he makes is solid and persuasive, although it does leave hanging the
historical evidence that exists for slave-trading having been an extensive and significant
business in this period. The presence of enslaved household specialists Wickham
acknowledges hardly seems enough to explain where all those slaves went, and what
they were expected to do.

In the centre of the book, although not, according to its author, at its core, Parts II
and III are respectively devoted to detailed examination of the evidence for aristocracies
and peasantries through the areas of study. To pick out just one of the especially valu-
able elements here, I would highlight the discussion of the emergence of the manorial
system — here pragmatically defined in terms of the classic bipartite (demesne plus
tenanted land) structure — and survey of evidence for the existence and extension of
labour service. Wickham’s proposition that it was particularly opportunities for commer-
cial profit from land and its produce that encouraged those who could to take land into
demesne is not only fascinating but full of radical implications. As is properly discussed
here, a vital problem for this hypothesis is to identify a market for the produce. The case
that armies provided as likely a destination as the slowly — in fact erratically — growing
towns seems most persuasive to me, not least for its consistency with the experiences
of 9th- to 11th-century England. And thus we come, at the very end, to Wickham’s
comprehensive rejection of the Pirenne thesis (821–2). Charlemagne’s expansionist
policies had nothing to do with whatever happened in the Mediterranean, but
everything to do with the ‘accumulation of wealth inside’ his core territory.

It is with the study of peasantries that archaeological evidence really comes to the
fore in the book, with extensive, and thoroughly competent and informative, discussions
of settlement archaeology, material production and exchange. The settlement survey
in fact includes discussion of the changing circumstances of the aristocracy, with the
demise of the villa system and its ideological implications widely traced. The nature of
peasant farmsteads and villages is carefully discussed, and here I found, as the author
himself had, the exceptional quality of evidence from villages in the Levant quite
engrossing. I had not formerly realised, either, how widespread the emergence of
fortified hilltop castra was in this period. Urban archaeology is also well portrayed, rang-
ing in focus from buildings with shops in Egypt to the churches of Africa and emergence
in some cases, especially in southern Europe, of the fractured but still structured ‘city of
islands’.

The approach to production — particularly at the level of peasant society and
economy — rightly places agriculture at the centre of the picture, although more than
once Wickham sweeps too rapidly past the importance, and complexity, of craft activi-
ties and production in timber and metal, for tools and the like. Given the resistance to
value-judgements in other respects (speaking of ‘decline’ for instance) it does not seem
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right freely to assert in connection with the transition from stone building to timber just
that ‘wood is a medium that is easy to deal with’ (486). In fact, other crafts repeatedly
push their way into the frame, so that we have a good discussion, for instance, of the
economic importance of textile production in Egypt — we could perhaps have had
more of this elsewhere, not least in respect of his more northerly regions, England and
Denmark.

Pottery is the one major class of artefact that is examined with great thoroughness.
A survey of pottery-types and their known distribution patterns is the basis for a presen-
tation of systems of exchange in the long Chapter 11, which is, curiously to start with,
identified by the author as ‘the core’ of his book. Little need be said about this here,
beyond commending the chapter as an excellent overview — albeit one that would have
been greatly aided by a set of distribution maps. It offers the specialist archaeologist
more than just an informative reference survey, as there are illuminating interpretations:
I would draw attention in particular to the nuanced pictures of Italy and Spain
that emerge, and to the especially well-ordered guide to the complexity of eastern
Mediterranean wares and the markets/economic networks they served.

The region of Britain — primarily England, although Wales is carefully discussed
— seems to pose an unusual problem for the approach of this book, largely because the
catastrophic collapse of the Roman system was so thorough and rapid here. Just as
everybody else has to, for a general view of what may have happened Wickham is
obliged to offer a speculative reconstruction of the social processes involved in the tran-
sition to Anglo-Saxon England and the post-Roman British polities: not by any means
an unconvincing one, although certainly not incorporating detailed evidence we do have
for regional variation — for instance in terms of the survival of the Roman-period infra-
structure in the south-eastern counties of Kent, Surrey, Sussex, and maybe Essex too.
In view of the persistent attempts that are continually, and understandably, made to
interpret developments in England in light of fuller evidence for apparently similar phe-
nomena on the nearby Continent, it is both useful and welcome that it is stressed here
how Early Anglo-Saxon England seems to have functioned as a series of ‘peasant-mode’
and ‘tribal’ societies (in Wickham’s carefully defined terms) that are typologically quite
different from Frankish Gaul across the Channel. However, there is a case to be made
that Wickham’s schematising approach has led him to typify England as a more contras-
tive case than the evidence really justifies. In particular, the key conclusion that ‘we
have no support for the proposal that there were even modest concentrations of wealth
in England’ before the 8th century (320) is inaccurate, and significantly so. The king —
very likely Rædwald — buried in Mound 1 at Sutton Hoo had one buckle made of a
quantity of gold — 100 solidi/300 shillings — that was the price of the life of any noble-
man, and from c. 640–80 England saw a phase of intense deposition of jewellery in gold
and silver, and other precious imported materials such as amethyst and cowrie shell,
that I cannot as yet think of any better explanation for than that it represents, inter alia,
a remarkable surge in the wealth of a social elite at this period. Flixborough is described
as an emergent centre of prosperity of the 8th century but not, for one, the productive
site at Coddenham, Suffolk — a Roman small town with a striking richness of material
from throughout the 6th century and later. The fluctuations in character of pottery
production and distribution in England, and in the fortunes of the wics, are rather mis-
leadingly ironed out, and there are some factual slips here. The discussion of a system of
personal tribute as conceptually different from tax based on property needs more reflec-
tion on the origins and nature of the hide. Finally, I think it was a mistake to have illus-
trated what social and economic circumstances may have been like around the time of
Ine by creating a fictional example of ‘Malling’. This was unnecessary, and will mislead
unwary readers. It does not help that one of the fictional characters is given the name
Eahlmund, sic — it should have been Ealhmund. It is a minor and pedantic point per se,
but if you know the language, it grates.
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At a very much more general level, it is also fair to draw attention to two factors
that, at the very least, it is surprising and thought-provoking to see treated as making
little contribution to the course of development in this period. One is institutional reli-
gion, both in the form of the Church and of the Islam that was born during this period
and carried so widely across the area studied by Arab conquerors in the 7th century.
The other is cultural identity and cultural traditions: the idea that communities might
do things a certain way because that simply was, for those reasons, what seemed the
right way to go about things. The Church most certainly is present in the book — archi-
tecturally, and institutionally as an alternative, civil route for advancement for members
of an otherwise militarised aristocracy — but to treat the Church as landowner more or
less like any other secular individual, king or lord, is to downplay what was, in some
areas at least, both a distinctive factor and significant one. In the case of cultural tradi-
tion and identity, this is another issue where the rejection of, say, the idea that things
developed as they did in Wales and Ireland because of some sort of Celtic custom only
leads to the issue forcing its way back all the more conspicuously. In that particular case
in fact this happens as early as the following page (352–3), as we are left looking for any
other explanation of why the Welsh aristocracy apparently ‘preferred to stay tribal’.

There is much, much more I would like to say about this book: to discuss and to
argue over. It is an unusually long book, and quite exceptional in scope, and it is hoped
that this extended review can give a sense of its character, its range, and its value, as
a source of information and above all as a source of ideas, many of them stimulating
and opening up exciting new prospects for the reformulation of our general understand-
ings of the Early Middle Ages. I have heard many comments on the inevitable but
disappointingly high cost of the volume: let us hope it will go into paperback soon, and
so come within the reach of a wider readership. For it certainly needs to be read,
thought about, and responded to from all corners of Early-medieval archaeological and
historical studies. Failing that, the book is worth saving up for.

john hines

The Idea of the Castle in Medieval England. By Abigail Wheatley. 16x24 cm. 174 pp., 5 b&w
and 17 colour pls. Woodbridge: York Medieval Press with The Boydell Press, 2004.
isbn 1–903153–14–x. Price: £40.00, $70.00 hb.

There has been a great deal of talk lately about enlarging the scope of castle
studies. But few have achieved as much as Abigail Wheatley in this genuinely ground-
breaking book. Dr Wheatley’s special expertise is in the literary and artistic sources for
the origins, form and function of the castle. And while some of those sources have been
sampled in recent castle books, Dr Wheatley is the first to have made them central to
her study, enabling her to remark that ‘much of the evidence speaks so clearly that I am
only surprised these connections have not been made before’.

Dr Wheatley is neither an archaeologist nor an historian, but what she writes will
be of interest to both. In her first chapter, for example, she engages successfully with the
late Allen Brown, using her literary sources not to disprove his argument that the castle
was Norman-grown, but to show how familiar the concept had already become well
before the Conquest on both sides of the Channel, associated ‘with a range of other
defences and with the ancient architecture of Roman and Biblical times’. She is also
very clear — as Allen Brown himself maintained — that the first writers to use castle
images in their texts viewed them primarily as defensible strongpoints, to be understood
as ‘a number of defensive elements [the ditch, the wall and the tower] in a certain rela-
tionship, rather than as an entity defined by social or political constraints’. It was only
later that the word ‘castle’, while retaining its original meaning, became linked more
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closely with the medieval baronage and with the complex mechanisms — civil as well as
military — of a functioning feudal society.

Subsequent chapters — on the ‘Urban Castle’ and the ‘Spiritual Castle’ — again
examine the literary sources with impressive results. In the first, Dr Wheatley shows that
castles and their attached communities were only rarely in conflict, and that it was much
more common for townspeople to see those castles — along with their own town walls
— as emblems of privilege and independence. In the second, she uses the often token
nature of ecclesiastical ‘defences’ — the cathedral precinct wall or the crenellated porch
and parapets of a parish church — to underline the mnemonic quality of Late-medieval
castle architecture: a memory-stick at least as much as a threat. Both chapters give
less space than they ought to the real-life violence of the Late Middle Ages, for while
violence continued (and even grew) in post-Black Death England, defences were never
wholly about individual or community pride. But where Dr Wheatley opens new
doors is in identifying the shared perceptions of castle-builders everywhere, grounded in
a common canon of well-known texts: the language of the castle being every bit as
important as its face.

Dr Wheatley’s final chapter (‘The Imperial Castle’) begins promisingly enough
with a re-interpretation of Edwardian Caernarfon, persuasively linking its ‘imperial’
imagery not to distant Constantinople but to the ruins of neighbouring Segontium.
However, what then follows is a necessarily speculative essay on the meaning of poly-
chromy in medieval English architecture, in which Dr Wheatley and her usual sources
part company. Could the recently-arrived Normans really have chosen symbolism
over self-protection in castle-building at Roman Portchester or Pevensey? Was it the
splendours of remote Troy that Henry II aimed to re-create at Dover Castle? And how
central was imperial symbolism to Henry III when ordering his Cosmati-work pavement
for the sanctuary at Westminster Abbey? All are possible. But as Dr Wheatley admits:
‘The evidence I have provided for the symbolism of polychromy in castle architecture
relies mainly on association, as I have found no explicit statements of intent to
create imperial imagery from those responsible for commissioning or building English
medieval castles’. In a book that is otherwise so well argued and strongly evidenced, this
confession comes as something of a warning to castle scholars — even those as highly
qualified as Abigail Wheatley herself — who aim to penetrate ‘the medieval mind’.

colin platt

Castles in Context: Power, Symbolism and Landscape 1066 to 1500. By Robert Liddiard.
18 × 25 cm. xiv + 178 pp., 70 colour and b&w figs, maps and plans. Macclesfield:
Windgather Press, 2005. isbn 0–9545575–2–2. Price: £19.99 pb.

This book is a useful and wide-ranging addition to the flurry of ‘revisionist’ publi-
cations on castles that have emerged in the past few years. One wonders, in fact,
whether ‘revisionist’ remains an apt label. After all, the multiple meanings of castles
(and their landscapes) have been foregrounded for long enough — particularly in
university lecture theatres — to be well on the way to becoming mainstream. Some
may argue that not only are military considerations almost completely sidelined in such
interpretations, as opposed to an overemphasis on ‘status’, but also that more empirical
evidence has been abandoned in favour of phenomenologies of buildings and their set-
tings, sometimes bordering on the subjective. In truth, however, few revisionist writers,
Liddiard included, are unaware of the pitfalls — even Matthew Johnson (Behind the Castle
Gate, London, 2002, 44) has highlighted the urge to ‘assemble . . . evidence to affirm
the symbolic aspects of castles and their landscapes’. Moreover the academic debate
concerning function has enriched our knowledge and understanding of the monuments
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themselves, and has often influenced their interpretation by their guardians for the
better. To give a notable example — which must surely be welcomed by readers of this
journal — the shedding of a purely military focus has led to attempts by the National
Trust at Corfe Castle (Dorset) to highlight ‘everyday life’ in the medieval castle at least as
much as the relatively short-lived, but until recently overplayed, 17th-century siege.

Like Oliver Creighton’s Castles and Landscapes (London, 2002) before it, Castles in
Context makes the ‘re-evaluation [of medieval castles] available to a new generation of
castle enthusiasts’ (back cover). Liddiard puts his castles into more than one context; the
historiography of castle studies, especially over the last decade or so, being only one
(Chapter One, 1–11, ‘From Functionalism to Symbolism’). Here the author moves from
the 19th century to today, highlighting notable publications, beginning with Clark’s
Medieval Military Architecture in England (Wyman, 1884), in enough detail as to prove useful
to undergraduates and to inform interested members of the public. There is also atten-
tion to the historical context of the development of the subject. This fits well with recent
emphases among those of us who teach heritage studies, and attempt to move the ‘heri-
tage debate’ on so as to consider questions of power and identity and how these are
embedded in monuments and landscapes preserved by past and present societies. Thus
Liddiard observes that the almost exclusively military interpretations of early castle
scholars reflected ‘the Victorian view of British history, warfare and colonialism’ (4–5).
Strangely, however, there is little or no problematisation of why many of us tend to shy
away from such interpretations today — which this reviewer would like to have seen.
Nevertheless, the emergence of the revisionist argument is covered in accessible detail,
particularly the role of the ‘battle for Bodiam’ (7–11).

The remaining chapters are thought-provoking and address many key themes and
approaches in medieval archaeology today. There are ‘Conquest and Authority’, ‘Archi-
tecture and Power’, ‘The Castle at War’, ‘Lordly Landscapes’, ‘Experiencing Castles:
Iconography and Status’, and, to conclude, ‘Rethinking the Castle Story’. Admittedly, it
does not come as a huge surprise when Liddiard reminds us, in ‘The Castle at War’,
that ‘the majority of castles spent most of their time at peace’ (72). However he goes
further than mere polemic, instead asking why particular castles became strategically
important at particular times through analysis of the nature of medieval (particularly
siege) warfare, aided by comparative case studies of sieges at Conway (89–91), Bedford
(91–3) and Framlingham (93–5). ‘Lordly Landscapes’ addresses every topic a student of
medieval high-status landscapes could wish for. It includes ‘the designed landscapes of
the Middle Ages’, particularly deer parks, ahead of Liddiard’s edited volume on medi-
eval parks, to be published next year, also by Windgather,1 and again, a brief histori-
ography of the topic. Even here, he wonders how many castle landscapes were actually
‘“designed” in the modern sense — that is, representing the deliberate intentions of . . .
a particular lord at a specific point in time’ (119). As he says, the evidence of dating is
a crucial one (which is not entirely resolved).

‘Experiencing Castles’ explores the familiar themes of multiple readings of architec-
ture according to age, gender, social rank and political status, partly through depictions
of the castle in medieval literature — another approach with its own pitfalls (see
Platt’s review, this volume). However Liddiard handles the chapter well. The discussion
includes siting, the reconstruction of approach routes — again illustrated with case stud-
ies — and the ways in which non-elite groups may have perceived castle architecture.
Finally, ‘Rethinking the Castle Story’ recounts the writer’s main argument; that
although the military characteristics of castles could be pressed into service if need be,
they served primarily to demonstrate aristocratic rank. Nevertheless, he is careful to
emphasise that ‘for this architectural style to make sense, at some level the building of

1 Robert Liddiard, ed., The Medieval Park: New Perspectives (Macclesfield, forthcoming).
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fortifications equated with real military power’ (152). Thus, this section is as intelligently
argued (and tempered with caveats) as the rest of the book, which, like all Windgather
publications, is well set out and attractively illustrated. Above all Castles in Context is an
enjoyable and thought-provoking read.

amanda richardson

The Origins of Medieval Architecture: Building in Europe, A.D. 600–900. By Charles B.
McClendon. 23x29 cm. 264 pp., many b&w and colour figs. London: Yale University
Press, 2005. isbn 0–300–10688–2. Price: £40.00 hb.

Charles McClendon is associate professor and chair, Department of Fine Arts,
Brandeis University, USA. His work of excavation, 1978–83, and prompt publication
of the Benedictine abbey of Farfa, 40 miles north of Rome, is justly celebrated. The
present book, an attempt to synthesise the innovations in architecture taking place
in Western Europe between the death of Emperor Justinian in a.d. 565 and the 10th
century, is only partly successful, and in some respects, is an unreliable guide. To begin
with, the good bits. He recognises the supreme importance of the surviving Roman
monuments in the ‘Dark-age’ landscape as exemplars for imitation or inspiration. He is
compelling in analysing the grand buildings of Carolingian architecture as an innovative
blend of classicism and barbarism. His analysis of the St Gall plan is original and
fascinating (163–72). Where he begins to fall down is his inability to comprehend the
importance of timber architecture in the north. For 90 years since Josef Strzygowski
wrote his Origin of Christian Church Art (Oxford, 1923), and Early Church Art in Northern
Europe (Oxford, 1928) excavations in England, France and Germany have produced
masses of evidence of the importance of timber-halled structures, which inevitably
affected the design of churches. Indeed, the churches themselves have been found. In
Winchester, England, for instance, the Biddles found a substantial 7th-century Anglo-
Saxon Church, 1962–9.1 There is no mention of Winchester in McClendon’s book. Nor
has he acknowledged the major contribution to Viking studies of the same excavators’
work at Repton, Derbyshire, where another formidable stone church was found incor-
porated in the winter camp of the ‘great heathen army, 873–4’.2

Not only are the mighty churches missing, where is little Raunds, Northamp-
tonshire?3 Why no mention of Rahtz and Parsons’s intensively studied Deerhurst and
Brixworth, both important Anglo-Saxon churches in Midland England; where are
Hadstock and Rivenhall?4 If McClendon’s book goes into a revised second edition, he
would do well to read John Blair’s, seminal work on The Church in Anglo-Saxon Society
(Oxford, 2005), which gives an invaluable and convincing account of the place minster
churches had in Anglo-Saxon England. Art history is implausible, unless seen against a
firm background of economic, social and political history. Richard Gem’s name appears

1 M. Biddle, ‘Excavations at Winchester, 1969’, Antiq. J., 50 (1970), 277–326 at pp. 311–21, and idem,
‘Winchester: the development of an early capital’, in H. Jankuhn, W. Schlesinger and H. Steuer, Vor– und
Frühformen der europäischen Stadt im Mittelalter (Gottingen, 1972).

2 Biddle in J. Graham–Campbell, R. Hall, J. Jesch and D. Parsons, Vikings and the Danelaw (Oxford, 2001).
3 A. Boddington, et al., Raunds Furnells, The Anglo-Saxon Church and Churchyard (London, 1996).
4 W. Rodwell and K. Rodwell, Historic Churches, A Wasting Asset (CBA, Res. Rep. 19, London, 1977).
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twice in the bibliography, but there is no reference to his important paper on ‘Archae-
ology, Architecture and the Cult of Saints’, as well as the 30 or so other papers he has
written, some of which may be controversial, but all of which deserve consideration
in McClendon’s discussion. I got the feeling that McClendon, like other American art
historians, was more conversant with the inside of rich academic libraries than with a
hands-on familiarity with the sites and buildings themselves. Excavation at first hand
is the best approach, as McClendon himself at Farfa; close observation of the historic
fabric is a second-best. Looking up parallels in libraries may well result in the faults
shown in this book. It is excellently produced and profusely illustrated in colour
and black-and-white, but it is an unreliable guide to the origins of Western European
architecture.

john steane

Town and Country in the Middle Ages: Contrasts, Contacts and Interconnections, 1100–1500.
(Society for Medieval Archaeology Monograph 22). Edited by Kate Giles and
Christopher Dyer. 18x25 cm. vi+330 pp., 80 figs., maps, plans and tbs. Leeds:
Maney, 2005. isbn 1–904350–28–3. Price: £44.00, $79.00 hb.

This important volume of essays results from a conference in 2002 of the Society
for Medieval Archaeology that brought together archaeologists, geographers and his-
torians to interrogate the relationship between urban and rural in the Middle Ages.
Previous scholarship often proposed a sharp dichotomy between town and countryside
that has recently been challenged by the movement towards more holistic study of the
medieval landscape. The contributors present new empirical evidence and re-examine
long-held assumptions to focus on the similarities and differences between urban and
rural. Fifteen chapters are organised according to three themes: inhabiting the medieval
town and countryside; producing and consuming in town and country; and power,
belief and mentalities. Each chapter surveys recent research and presents novel perspec-
tives on topics including housing (Sarah Pearson), castles (Oliver Creighton), hospitals
(Carole Rawcliffe), public space (Kate Giles), hinterlands (James Galloway), material
culture (Geoff Egan), pottery (Maureen Mellor), funerary monuments (Sally Badham)
and animal bones (Umberto Albarella). The geographical scope is British, with case
studies of the Midlands (Terry Slater), Marcher Wales (Paul Courtney), the Fenland
(Paul Spoerry) and Perth (Mark Hall). There is some comparative discussion of
European urban landscape design (Keith Lilley) and a case study of Byzantine
Constantinople (Ken Dark). In a concluding chapter, Christopher Dyer highlights key
themes arising from the papers.

The contributors agree on the definition of a town as a settlement in which the
inhabitants were dependent on trade, craft or other non-agricultural occupations. They
largely avoid repetition of previous models of urban typology, instead emphasising
the diversity of urban forms and the fluidity between the town and countryside. For
example, in his discussion of the Fenland, Spoerry demonstrates that the distinctive
landscape spawned ‘port villages’ which were essentially small rural communities with
commercial watersides that lent an urban flavour. Several authors edge towards a more
phenomenological definition of a town as a settlement that offered a distinctive urban
experience. Slater argues that a medieval traveller would have been able to distinguish
between a small town with borough status and a large village. S/he would have crossed
the boundary at either end of the borough’s high street, and on market days would have
paid a toll at a wooden bar gate, passing by the burgage plots that were jealously
guarded by ditches. Larger towns were announced by their walls and gates, approached
through the suburbs that formed the urban underbelly, described by Rawcliffe as a
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‘lethal miasma of spiritual and physical decay’. Here, on the outskirts of towns, hospitals
were established as islands of charity in a marginal landscape of gallows, brothels and
tanneries.

Lilley presents evidence for the iconography of urban design: the deliberate plan-
ning of towns to represent sacred models and geometrical ratios. But organic growth
also led to a distinctively urban quality of space. By the 13th century, roads were lined
with continuous frontages of buildings that were developed for the urban environment,
with jetties that facilitated the stacking of extra storeys. Pearson challenges the con-
ventional view that urban building types developed from rural precursors, for instance
drawing on recent dendrochronological dates to suggest that the wealden house could
actually have developed as a specialised urban type. By the later 14th century, new forms
of public buildings developed with religious and civic halls set back from the street, with
access controlled by barriers including a gatehouse, courtyard and garden. Giles argues
that forms of public buildings also developed in the countryside, for example in Devon,
where ‘church houses’ were the rural equivalent of guild halls. She proposes that our
interrogation of public space should incorporate the broader common spaces of greens,
churchyards, commons and market places, and that the edges of churchyards would
have been hotly contested spaces.

Certain key aspects of life and death seem to have been unaffected by the urban:
rural divide, such as choices in funerary commemoration. Hall’s study of Perth and its
environs charts themes of popular religious belief and cultural mentalities that were
expressed through material culture found in both the town and countryside. Egan’s
national review of material culture, and Mellor’s survey of pottery, find little to distin-
guish between urban and rural assemblages. The greater urban concentration of metal
items such as pilgrims’ badges seems to result from depositional patterns rather than
selective consumption. Processes of migration and trade ensured a constant movement
of people and things, resulting in shared tastes between rural and urban. Albarella
argues that by the later Middle Ages the urban market provided the opportunity for a
distinctive diet, with more meat eaten by townsfolk, especially beef and veal.

This collection of papers is well balanced and integrated, offering insights to recent
research across three disciplines. Some points of discord emerge, such as the general
relevance of geographic models of settlement hierarchy, and the respective roles of
feudal lordship and civic leadership in determining urban development and degrees of
success. As Dyer notes in conclusion, the papers prompt further examination of the role
of regionalism in constructing urban and rural relationships, and they highlight the need
for a finer chronology for understanding peaks and troughs in medieval urbanisation.

roberta gilchrist

Coinage and History in the North Sea World, c. A.D. 500–1250: Essays in Honour of Marion
Archibald. (The Northern World, 19). Edited by Barrie Cook and Gareth Williams.
17x25 cm. xi+791 pp., 24 pls. and 13 figs., many tbs. Leiden: Brill, 2006. isbn

90–04–14777–2. Price: €159.00 hb.
This book is a tribute to Marion Archibald, curator in the Department of Coins

and Medals of the British Museum from 1963 to 1997. The two editors also belong to
the same Department, thus proving the quality and continuity of scholarship within the
British Museum. Marion’s long bibliography (721–9) clearly demonstrates her work and
expertise, and explains the focus of the book: coins, archaeology and history. The main
themes are related to the monetary history of England and its neighbours between the
end of the Roman period and the 13th century. As the editors write in the Introduction,
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‘under the Roman Empire, and from the 12th century onwards, the political and eco-
nomic life of what would become England had a tendency to be dominated by a south-
eastern axis, but between the periods covered by this book England was much more a
fundamental part of the North Sea world’, although many contacts still existed with
south-western Europe. In the shift of focus ‘from Rome to Frisia’ coins have much to
say, and it is thus important to have clear ideas about how to understand and interpret
the role of coins, their production (or absence of), the finds (or absence of), investigating
the life or disappearance of Roman coins, and the many monetary developments
after 410.

The book is in four sections: 1. The immediate post-Roman period, 5th–7th centu-
ries: did Britain still use coins, if so, which and how? 2. The 8th–10th centuries: conflicts
and confusion, Viking assaults, and birth of a single Kingdom of England. 3. High
Viking period, England and Scandinavia, late 10th–11th centuries: major international
movement of coinage across and around the North Sea, with Anglo-Saxon coins being
found extensively in the Baltic (e.g. Estonia), and influencing the coinage of wide areas
up to the 13th century (Talvio on the Baltic East, and Jensen on Denmark, stressing the
role of English merchants there and mentioning two English mint-masters to the Danish
king). 4. The 10th to 13th centuries in the lands of the kings of England and beyond
(Wales, France, Channel Islands).

The limits of this review restrict me to just a few topics: (i) ROMAN COINS: the
coinage and coin circulation in Roman Britain has been studied extremely well and
this makes it easier to investigate the destiny of Roman coins in sub-Roman and
Anglo-Saxon Britain: many coins, in various contexts, re-used, abused, copied. The role
of Roman coins in Early-medieval England was certainly important, as finds show:
but how should one interpret them? Roman coins were sometime residual, re-used as
coin-jewellery or imitated to produce pseudo-coins (for circulation or jewellery).
Silver coins were severely clipped (official clipping policy to pay military stipendia?); but
why were not gold solidi also clipped (see discussion in Abdy). The role of bronze
in sub-Roman Britain is investigated by Moorehead, among others, noting, e.g., high
presence of pierced coins as ornaments, namely in female graves (were these also
amulets?); bronze Roman coins were also found in Anglo-Saxon graves (sometimes with
balances) used as weights, as another example of re-use.

(ii) MINT OUTPUT, USE OF MONEY: ECONOMY AND ANTHROPO-
LOGY. Estimates of mint output from individual dies have been used to estimate the
total volume of a currency. Here, Allen gives a full account of the situation in England
c. 973–1158, proposing ‘that the contribution of foreign coins to the currency was
negligible, that there was a complete recoinage in each type eliminating coins of earlier
types, and that exports and other losses of coins during the period of a type were either
insignificant or quantifiable’. It is therefore especially important to understand how the
Danegeld tribute was paid to Scandinavia, and Vince, ‘Integrating the archaeological
and numismatic history of Lincoln’, notes that the number of moneyers in the Lincoln
mint declined sharply after the cessation of Danegeld in c. 1041; this link however is not
obvious for all.

Die-studies and mint output go together with economic interpretation: Metcalf,
author of pioneer studies in this field, discerns the patterns of ‘Inflows of Anglo-Saxon
and German coins into Scandinavia c. 997–1024’ (349–88), as does Moesgaard on
‘Import of English coins’ into Denmark. Both authors propose sophisticated interpreta-
tions of finds, asking where the specimens mixed: it was previously thought that coins
were hoarded in Scandinavia without having been used, assuming an absence of a
monetary economy; it now seems that coins did circulate (Metcalf, e.g., picturing
merchants travelling from Germany to the North carrying money from particular towns;
Moesgaard showing how single finds in Denmark now prove that coin circulation was
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lively in the Viking Age). But as to where Anglo-Saxon and German coins found in
Scandinavian hoards did mix there is no agreement: economic-commercial interpreta-
tions of coin evidence versus anthropological interpretations surface frequently in the
volume. The two different approaches provoked heated debate between Metcalf and
Grierson in the 1960s, when the latter favoured an anthropological view, citing in
particular the payment of wergeld.1 Here, Williams in his ‘Circulation and function of
coinage in conversion-period England, c. a.d. 580–675’ offers the current view, correct-
ing Grierson’s mistaken interpretation of the coins found in the Sutton Hoo burial ship
(no Charon’s obol) and in the Crondall hoard (no wergeld). Coinage was thus produced
and used in a monetary economy, though in some confused and disorganised way. So
trade rather than tribute now explains the flow of coins. But is the anthropologist com-
pletely defeated? Kilger comments on the phenomenon of pecking: notches and nicks
on dirhems in the early Viking Age, and pecking, bending and carving on pennies later,
has been seen as a sign of economic activity in societies that did not accept coins at a
standard value, but may also bear some ritual values; the introduction of coin-based
payment in late Viking Age Scandinavian kingdoms ultimately ended the old weight
and silver handling practice. ‘Ritual’ versus ‘monetary’ is not always in contrast: when
Williams writes for conversion period England that ‘we need not seek a single function
for coinage in this period’ the present reviewer is reminded of the many and various
ritual uses of coins in late medieval and modern Italy.

The Scandinavian mixture of coins and non-numismatic objects such as hacksilver
can be identified in other contexts, such as the Frisian Westerklief hoards of Scandina-
vian content on Carolingian territory, closing c. 840 and 880s (Coupland): good to read
on war and hoards (more of the latter when Scandinavian attacks increased), and that
resuming gold minting (Frisia after 855) can be a sign of poverty.

Much can be found here: comparative study of ‘coins and pots’; moneyers, their
movements and names (Smart, 298–324, English and Continental, but many Scandina-
vian ones in the coinage from 924–c. 973 offer rich contributions to Scandinavian
onomastics), and where they obtained their dies (in many cases, from London); mints (or
their closure, as in the case of the Abbey of St Augustine whose cuneum monetae — mint
franchise — was seized by the king [Crafter]); lists of hoards and finds. There are also
ample examples of possibilities of research, questions that should be asked of coins, and
archaeological evidence; examples of previous mistakes, as a memento to all. This book
represents a rich exploration of how the new medieval Europe born after Rome had
new centres and a new economy beyond the Mediterranean — but please provide maps
for Mediterranean readers!

lucia travaini

Political Assemblies in the Earlier Middle Ages. Edited by P. S. Barnwell and Marco Mostert.
(Studies in the Early Middle Ages, 7). 25 x 17 cm. x + 213 pp., 10 figs. Turnhout:
Brepols, 2003. isbn 2–503–531341–7. Price: £50.00 hb.

Sometimes academic texts are rather like buses, nothing for years and then two
(sometimes more) come along at once. This certainly seems to be the case with places
of assembly in 1st millennium a.d. Europe, a subject that seems to have caught the
imaginations of a wide range of scholars in recent years. This has resulted in various
significant papers including a study of Tynwald, Isle of Man and of assembly in the
Danelaw as well as the rich monograph on the Stone of Destiny which includes much

1 Philip Grierson, The Origins of Money (London, 1977).
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on its pivotal context of assembly.1 The subject of this present review appeared in 2003,
to be closely followed in 2004 by the Pantos and Semple edited volume on assembly
places.2 Both books result from inter-disciplinary conferences and range across the
whole of Europe. The Pantos and Semple volume has perhaps the greater archaeologi-
cal accent and a wider look at types of assembly, but if the Barnwell and Mostert volume
seems weaker in this respect then it can equally be said to have the edge in terms of a
tighter focus on the question of political assembly, though it also recognises the high
degree of fluidity between assembling for sports and fairs, for ecclesiastical purposes and
for political and administrative reasons, perhaps most cogently demonstrated from
the Spanish evidence discussed here by Kosto (133–50). There is some acknowledged
overlap between the two volumes; each has a paper on broadly the same theme (without
being straight repeats) by each of Barnwell, Brink and Fitzpatrick.

Political Assemblies brings together thirteen papers: an introduction and an explora-
tion of elite assemblies in the Barbarian Kingdoms (both by Barnwell), assemblies
in early medieval Germany (Airlie), in Late Anglo-Saxon England (Insley), in Early
Scandinavia (Brink), in medieval Ireland (Fitzpatrick), in Early-medieval Central
and Eastern Europe (Bak and Kupin), in 11th- and 12th-century Brittany (Everard),
in 10th–12th-century Catalonia and Aragón (Kosto), in Flanders in 1127 and 1128
(Demyttenaere) and in Communal Italy (Coleman).

The volume gives a compellingly readable statement of the current state of play
and acts as a significant spur to further research, for which there is much potential
including in the areas of mound excavations and landscape assessments, the association
with churches and/or sculpture and the fate of assembly and its physical manifestation
in the later medieval period (and beyond). How were such places treated when no
longer used for assemblies? How did customary forms of assembly inform and evolve
into later more enclosed urban, parliamentary and business assemblies (in Perth for
example as late as the 16th century the Hammermen Incorporation rather than meeting
in a Guild Hall met in the open-air on the South Inch to conduct its business). Some of
these questions are outside the remit of this volume but the question of transition and
change with respect to political assembly in Communal Italy is addressed in Coleman’s
paper (193–210). There, key determining factors outlined include population increase
and the fracturing of politics. However, as an archaeologist I cannot but disagree with
his concluding sentence that some of the key surviving physical evidence for those
assemblies — the campanili (bell towers) and piazze — are just ‘dumb monuments’ (210)
to this episode. Interrogated in the right language and they would be far from dumb.

Only two of the papers are illustrated and these are separately numbered within
their relevant papers, rather militating against a sense of a unified book; they are not
listed in the contents. The two papers that carry illustrations — Stefan Brink’s and
Elizabeth Fitzpatrick’s — exhibit perhaps the most in the way of an inter-disciplinary
archaeological sensibility. Regrettably the excellent colour image on the cover, which
shows the assembly at Hautvillers near Reims, c. 820–35, fol. 45r (illustrating Psalm 77)
of the Utrecht Psalter, receives no extended discussion anywhere in the book. The index
is short and rather limited. I encountered few typographical errors of the order ‘How
was power was achieved’ (12).

1 G. Broderick, ‘Tynwald: a Manx cult-site and institution of pre-Scandinavian origin?’, Cambrian Medieval
Celtic Studies, 46 (2003), 55–94; S. Turner, ‘Aspects of the development of public assembly in the Danelaw’,
Assemblage, 5 (April 2000), no pagination (consulted 25 October 2004 at http://www.shef.ac.uk/assem/5/
tableofc.html); R. Welander, D. Breeze and T. O. Clancy (eds), The Stone of Destiny: Artefact and Icon (Edinburgh,
2003), reviewed by M. Hall in Medieval Archaeol., 48 (2004), 384–5.

2 A. Pantos and S. Semple (eds.), Assembly Places and Practices in Medieval Europe (Dublin, 2004), reviewed by
Orri Vésteinsson in Medieval Archaeol., 49 (2005), 476–7.
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These quibbles aside the value of this consistently stimulating book is three-fold:
first the precision of each study in illuminating their respective themes (and completely
exploring the mechanisms of royal and aristocratic power which assembly oiled), and
second in making a primarily historical contribution to a wider inter-disciplinary context
for the study of assembly places in the Early Middle Ages. Third, and perhaps most
importantly, this book is further demonstration of the value of a Europe-wide approach
that shows that broad commonalities of social practice were entwined with (and helped
to determine the need for) regional differences. It is not an overtly archaeological text
but it is a critical exploration of a key social issue that archaeologists can inform and be
informed by.

mark a. hall

Power and Conversion: A Comparative Study of Christianisation in Scandinavia. (Occasional
Papers in Archaeology, 34). By Alexandra Sanmark. 17x24 cm. 322 pp., 4 diagrams,
13 figs., 5 maps and 1 tb. Uppsala: Department of Archaeology and Ancient History,
Uppsala University, 2004. isbn 91–506–1739–7; issn 1100–6358. Price: not stated pb.

‘Power and Conversion’ is the revised version of Alexandra Sanmark’s 2002 Ph.D.
Thesis at the Department of History, University College London. The study sets out to
investigate Christianisation in Scandinavia; more specifically, through a focus on the
methods of conversion and what effect these had on the lives of the wider population.
This is an ambitious task and particularly so for Scandinavia, where the majority of
documentary sources were written down much later, in the 12th and 13th centuries, and
in an already Christian society. To compensate for this, the author uses numerous com-
parative sources, above all Anglo-Saxon and Continental texts, but also archaeological
finds and ethnographic parallels.

In contrast to the lack of primary written sources, archaeological finds from the
period under discussion are plentiful. This material has been the subject of much
dynamic and fruitful research in the past 25 years, where studies of Early-medieval cult
practices represent one of the major strands in contemporary Scandinavian archaeo-
logy. However, any reader hoping to find this rich material considered in the study will
be disappointed. Already at the outset, Sanmark states (25) that archaeological evidence
will be used only to ‘. . . illustrate the documentary evidence, and also fill in some gaps
for which we have no written source material’. This standpoint reveals a view of the
relationship between texts and material culture that is both simplistic and outmoded; it
is reflected in particular when the author considers what is here termed ‘pre-Christian
religious custom’, a central section of the study. Here references to pre-Christian cult in
the written sources are examined against a wide range of sources, touching upon human
figurines and mythological attributes, accounts of Viking-period burial rituals by the
10th-century Arab traveller Ibn Fadlan and 17th-century accounts of Sámi cult prac-
tices. Unsurprisingly, the parallels that may be drawn in this way, attempting to project
texts directly on to chronologically or geographically disparate cult features, remain
highly generalised. However, Sanmark reads into this a true representation, stating
that pre-Christian cult in Scandinavia was essentially a ‘nature religion’, where the
Norse gods and mythology known from the later texts were either literary creations or
of marginal importance to the wider population.

The association of pre-Christian cult with nature is hardly a novel interpretation,
and reinforces the feeling of a text that could have been written in the 1960s. To be fair,
the author raises some important points about how cult systems — whether ‘pagan’ or
Christian — affected the mass of ordinary people, all too often invisible both in texts
and archaeological finds. It may be that this view influenced Sanmark’s lack of interest
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in contemporary Scandinavian research, as this has been strongly focused on the social
elite. However, the answer given here, unfortunately, is that of a population remaining
forever in a static ‘primitive’ world. This rather bleak picture can be set against the
more dynamic societies unravelled by archaeological studies where recent research has
generated both regional and long-term models, crucially incorporating the transition
into Christianity. Here, scholars like Lotte Hedeager and Charlotte Fabech have pro-
duced seminal work on changes in cult practices in South Scandinavia that would
provide ample basis for further comparative studies.1 Furthermore, the development
of contextual iconography, through the prolific output of studies by Karl Hauck, has
provided a ground-breaking method for studying pre-Christian imagery.2 This has
demonstrated an origin of the mythological ideas preserved in the later texts as early
as the 5th and 6th centuries. Equally important is the evidence of strong influences
from the Late Antique and early Christian world behind the appearance of this mythol-
ogy. The complete omission — apart from a single reference to shamanism (170) — of
a key finds category like the gold bracteates is fairly inexcusable for any discussion of
pre-Christian cult and religion in Scandinavia in the early Middle Ages.

The lack of awareness in ‘Power of Conversion’, of recent research and thinking
among Scandinavian scholars — where the recognition that texts and objects do not
inherently represent different levels of ‘truth’ is well established — is unfortunate for a
book on this topic. It is also unfortunate for the reader who is not familiar with Scandi-
navian languages; numerous scholars are listed in the bibliography, but only perfunc-
torily referred to in the text. Anyone unfamiliar with their works could start with Anders
Andrén’s investigation of mythological analogies in texts, images and objects during the
Viking period, or Jörn Staecker’s comparative study of texts and objects in the context
of Scandinavian missions.3

märit gaimster

Tesoro: Forme di accumulazione della ricchezza nell’alto medioevo (secoli V–XI). Edited by Sauro
Gelichi and Cristina La Rocca. 14x21 cm. 325 pp., 41 b&w pls. and figs. Viella:
Rome, 2004. isbn 88–8334–093–0. Price: €28.00 pb.

This volume takes as its theme ‘hoards’ or ‘treasures’ buried, lost, preserved or
honoured in the late antique and early medieval periods. These are not the money
caches recovered for the Roman epoch and recognised either as ‘savings’ or ‘emergency
hoards’, buried to avoid capture or loss to an unrecorded foe (either barbarian or
Roman army, tax collector, armed brigands) and often used by archaeologists to chart
enemy movements and plunderings in the late Roman provinces. Rather, the articles
here address treasures or collections of status — secular, ecclesiastical or saintly — rang-
ing from precious metals, table ware, dress fittings, relics or books, whose visibility may
have been rare, constant, guarded or ceremonial. Nine papers are offered, some of

1 L. Hedeager, Iron Age Societies: From Tribe to State in Northern Europe, 500 bc to 700 ad (Oxford, 1992);
C. Fabech, ‘Booty Sacrifices in Southern Scandinavia: A Reassessment’, 88–98 in P. Garwood, D. Jennings,
R. G. Skeates and J. Toms (eds.), Sacred and Profane: Proceedings of a Conference on Archaeology, Ritual and Religion,
Oxford 1989 (Oxford, 1991).

2 For a summary in English of Hauck’s work, see M. Gaimster, Vendel Period Bracteates on Gotland: On the
Significance of Germanic Art (Lund, 1998), 1–70.

3 A. Andrén, ‘Doors to other worlds: Scandinavian death rituals in Gotlandic perspectives’, J.
European Archaeol., 1 (1993), 33–56; J. Staecker, ‘Legends and mysteries: reflections on the evidence for the
early mission in Scandinavia’, 419–54 in H. Andersson, P. Carelli and L. Ersgård (eds.), Visions of the Past:
Trends and Traditions in Swedish Medieval Archaeology (Stockholm, 1997).
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which seek to bring objects and text together, and some which draw principally on the
archaeological record. The papers largely derive from a symposium in 1997, but have
been brought up to date in their bibliographies, and the volume includes Bougard’s
translated text from another published conference (all the contributions are in Italian,
including Wickham’s introduction and Ripoll’s discussion of the royal Toledo hoard,
the tesoro de Guarrazar). Geographical coverage is western European, if extending occa-
sionally north and east, but some texts are centred specifically on Italian materials and
documents. The ground for discussion is very well prepared by Gelichi (19–45) who
frames the types of hoards, materials and interpretations.

We might start with Baldassari and Favilla’s overview of the archaeological
evidence for 5th- to 10th-century hoards in Italy (143–205). Despite the volume’s theme,
this is one of the few illustrated papers. Numbers and types are sufficient for the authors
to argue for a coherent hoarding ‘phenomenon’, taking out of circulation artefacts/
objects not necessarily of high metal value but prized in some regard (deposition of
items in burials is not viewed as ‘hoarding’ as it is part of a formal act, though of course
comparable items might, but not often, occur also in hoards). The authors stress
that many hoards — these in reality gathered in northern and central Italy — are old
discoveries, with few dug in scientific fashion to identify exactly how they were buried or
to enable associations with sites and contexts (although often hoards, such as the aston-
ishing earlier 5th-century treasure found in 1992 in a field at Hoxne, Suffolk, lie in
apparently open spaces away from known settlement sites). However, concentrations in
regions like Lombardy and Emilia Romagna, in some cases found in towns, suggest
hoards deposited by wealthy citizens affected by the upheavals and destructions of
the Gothic and Lombard Wars; indeed, hoard chronologies centre on the 6th century
(156–60). In contrast, the near total absence of hoards for the 7th and 8th centuries
in these same areas might reflect a more stable politico-economic climate, or else a
diminished circulation of metals and changed modes of display. Bougard’s consideration
(69–122) of the early medieval Italian textual data traces mainly the 8th to 11th centu-
ries and so can be read as a follow-up to this archaeological overview, although here
‘treasure’ is more broadly drawn to consider indicators of wealth and prized possessions
— dowries, bequeathed items, church treasuries (liturgical vessels, cloths, codices) —
rather than buried goods; he also discusses references to craftsmen. La Rocca (123–41)
lucidly charts evolving perceptions of hoards and stresses how indeed in the 7th and 8th
centuries wealth or signifiers of wealth were carried more on the person, including, for
example, name rings; wills, meanwhile, identify the need to pass such items on to the
living, whilst other wealth, including land, might instead be passed to living structures
such as churches and monasteries — this enabling the donor to possess a link to heaven
and the saints.

Two papers consider ‘royal treasures’. Ripoll (207–40) surveys the 26 crowns and
six votive crowns offered by 7th-century Visigothic royalty, high nobility and clergy to
the royal church at Toledo and found (in 1858–9) in what was probably an oratory,
used as a hiding place from the Arabs who attacked the capital in 712. These gifts went
to church and saints, but were at the same time symbols of royalty and unity, with each
presumably normally on display. Gasparri (47–67) considers royal treasures as symbols
of legitimation and gifts of recognition at both Frankish and Lombard courts. Kings and
queens might give away elements of such treasure to other royalty and to favoured
nobles and churches, though the core always remained to be handed down: crowns,
display weapons, rings are prominent, but with books a growing component from
Carolingian times. The excellent final paper to the volume, by Giovè Marchioli
(257–88) indeed analyses the circulation and value of books in the early Middle Ages in
terms of their symbolic power (words, words of God, imagery), the materials (binding,
jewelled covers, colours), and heritage (as prized gifts, heirlooms, parts of ancient
collections).
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There is thus much of value in this well presented, if under-illustrated volume;
despite some emphasis on Italy, the papers are generally wide ranging and numerous
examples are considered. Ideally, however, more individual case studies such as that
presented for the Toledo treasure would have been beneficial to the whole, bringing out
especially the changing interpretations of such treasures, and giving a fuller flavour to
the content and quality of these.

neil christie

Toys, Trifles and Trinkets: Base-Metal Miniatures from London 1200 to 1800. By Hazel Forsyth
with Geoff Egan. 24x26 cm. 479 pp., many figs. London: Unicorn Press, 2005. isbn
0–906290–74–0. Price: not stated, hb.

The exhibition ‘Playthings From the Past: Lead-alloy miniature artefacts c. 1300–
1800’ at Jonathan Horne Antiques, London, in 1996 and the accompanying publication
of the same name by Geoff Egan, opened our eyes to the potential of what until then
was a largely unknown category of object. The Museum of London subsequently
acquired the collection of A. G. Pilson, who had recovered and collected an unparal-
leled number of miniatures (upon which the ‘Playthings’ exhibition was based), and it
was a condition of funding support from the Heritage Lottery Fund that a catalogue
be published. We are now indebted to Hazel Forsyth and Geoff Egan for bringing to
publication not only the Pilson collection but also the whole of the Museum of London’s
world-class collection of base-metal toys and miniatures and providing a truly com-
prehensive inter-disciplinary study. The result is a handsome and heavyweight tome
that deserves a place on the shelves of academic libraries, museums, scholars and finds
researchers wherever medieval and early post-medieval studies feature and, despite its
apparent narrow range of subject matter, might well hold its own too as a fascinating
coffee table book, introducing a wider audience to little-known aspects of medieval life.
It is a lavish production, beautifully designed, easy on the eye, full of carefully selected
details from contemporary paintings, manuscripts, engravings (many not previously
familiar to this reviewer) and examples of full-sized comparanda. Most importantly, it
provides for the first time a definitive catalogue of the largest corpus of such material in
Britain and will doubtless for a long time be mined for parallels and the insights it gives
into miniatures as toys for children, trinkets and conceits for adults.

Part I of the book provides an introduction covering the origin of the Museum of
London’s collection of miniatures, placing due emphasis on the extensive finds made in
the last thirty years by mudlarks on the Thames foreshore. It is acknowledged that
the latter did much to raise awareness of the historical significance and extent of the
foreshore deposits. Fascinating glimpses of life along the river are recorded through
well-chosen documentary sources and striking contemporary pictorial images. The
archaeological contexts for early base-metal toys are assessed (only some 30 of 200,000
objects from excavations are toys). The definition of ‘toy’ is discussed, recognising the
ambiguity between toys as children’s playthings and trifles or trinkets for adult amuse-
ment. The evidence of markets and consumers, metallurgy and manufacture, and trends
in dating and production are identified. The existence of toy booths and trinket stalls in
markets and fair grounds are strikingly revealed in Plate 5, a detail from a fan depicting
St Bartholomew’s fair, and on the end papers, which reproduce a broadsheet of 1797
advertising the stalls in the famous Nuremberg toy fair.

Part II, at 334 pages the most extensive part, is the catalogue. This comprises 15
sections by subject (arms and armour; cooking vessels and utensils; cutlery; figurines;
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fixtures, furnishings and other household items; furniture; shies; tableware; tools;
transport; twirlers; watches; whirligigs; windmills and miscellaneous). The value here is
focused in the discussion of the cultural context of the various classes of object and
comparisons where known of their full-scale counterparts. Artefact study and history are
skilfully combined. The remarkable number and range of objects will greatly facilitate
the identification of fragmentary pieces as they come to light from both urban and rural
settings and should stimulate wider interest in the subject. This reader’s eye was particu-
larly taken by the 17 muskets and 14 cannon, of which several show blast damage from
firing; the ships; 22 anchors; 12 mounted figures, a delightful milkmaid and a game
hawker; buffets; birdcages; mirror frames; no fewer than 158 items of tableware and
70 watches. It is a delight to see every object figured life-size and in some cases alongside
plates (generously whole-page and some in colour) of objects upon which they were
modelled, as for example in plate 1 where a miniature lead-alloy tripod ewer is set
against its full-sized mid-12th-century pottery version. The reproduction of a few of the
illustrations lack definition, a not uncommon problem with photographs of small lead-
alloy finds, but the overall quality and range is otherwise so great that this is but a minor
quibble. Part III contains appendices dealing with the composition of pewter miniatures,
analyses of tin-lead toy watches, records of toymakers from the Worshipful Company of
Pewterers and comments on the origins of the maker(s) with I(D)Q initials.

The volume benefits from an extensive bibliography, helpful catalogue con-
cordance and a straightforward classification system by type and design. Most welcome
too is the index, which singles this work out from the Museum of London’s ‘Medieval
Finds from Excavations in London’ series, excellent but for the omission of indices. The
text makes a scholarly and enjoyable read, the catalogue provides a truly admirable
resource for reference and the book, as a whole, is a pleasure to own.

peter saunders

Leather and Leatherworking in Anglo-Scandinavian and Medieval York. (The Archaeology of
York: The Small Finds, 17/16, Craft, Industry and Everyday Life). By Quita Mould,
Ian Carlisle and Esther Cameron. 21x30 cm. vii + 364 pp., 177 figs. York: York
Archaeological Trust, 2003. isbn 1–902771–36–2. Price: £25.00 pb.

As is often the case, a volume in the Small Finds series of The Archaeology of York
provides not just a specialist report of site-specific relevance, but a solid reference
work of broad utility. Not entirely coincidentally, this report complements the recent
important monograph on Anglo-Saxon sheaths and scabbards by one of its principal
authors, together with the volumes of the late 1980s covering the material in question
from the excavations in medieval London.1 The York material is primarily from
Coppergate, although there is also a considerable assemblage from waste dumps at the
Bedern (the site of the later medieval College of the Vicars Choral). This report reviews
the historical and toponymic evidence for leatherworking in York — judging the latter
to be ‘meagre’, although it seems ample enough: the evaluation is coloured by the
exceptionally substantial representation of this craft in the street-names of Norwich. The
archaeological evidence for leatherworking includes interesting discussions of possible
diagnostic palaeoentymological assemblages and the osteological evidence, the latter
confirming the extent to which different species, domesticated and wild — including cat

1 Esther Cameron, Sheaths and Scabbards in England ad 400–1100 (BAR Brit. Ser. 301, Oxford, 2000);
J. Cowgill et al., Medieval Finds from Excavations in London 1: Knives and Scabbards (London, 1987); F. Grew and
M. de Neergaard, Medieval Finds from Excavations in London 2: Shoes and Pattens (London, 1988).
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and squirrel — had their skins used. Pigskin proves to have been uncommon, although
a few fragments are identified in High- and Late-medieval contexts. Principally, though,
we find calf-/cattleskin to predominate in the Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Scandinavian
periods, and a marked increase in caproid skin-use from the mid-11th century. The
techniques of the leatherworkers’ craft, principally in making shoes and sheaths, are well
presented; however the bulk of this volume, inevitably, discusses the plentiful leather
finds themselves — again mostly shoes and sheaths, although other artefacts include
interesting pieces such as fragments of leather balls and a 14th-century archer’s brace.
A substantial body of finds of considerable practical significance is the mass of waste
offcuts. These are carefully categorised as primary, secondary or tertiary according to
the stage of manufacture from tanning through to finished artefact they represent.

I recently discussed shoes as one category of material culture that would seem
utterly unsuited to the ambitious, creative and imaginative search for symbolic meaning
in the material record that characterises post-processualist archaeology.2 This report
seems to me to entirely vindicate that suggestion, although even I pointed out that it is
not so much in the material itself but rather in what is done with it that real meaning (as
opposed to historical representativity, which is sometimes forced to stand in for symbolic
meaning) can still reside. All the same, the analysis of the York finds is able to identify
shoe-types with a pointed, ‘V-shaped’, heel-extension to the sole-leather that can be
shown to be characteristic of Viking-period urban sites across northern Europe. These
coexist in York with round-heeled forms of a demonstrably more traditional Anglo-
Saxon type, revealing a period of a hundred to two hundred years in which alternative,
pragmatic, cultural traditions lived side-by-side. The survival of the edge-seamed
‘Type-A’ scabbard for saxes in the Anglo-Scandinavian Period when the back-seamed
‘Type B’ had otherwise become normal for ordinary knives looks a more plausible case
of conscious and purposeful, contextually specific conservatism. It is perhaps of the same
order of things that the absurd, long-toed Late-medieval poulaines, so well represented
in London, are not found here, potential examples apparently even having had those
toes cut off. It would seem a bit of a shame, though, if that really is evidence of the
deliberate application, as early as the Late Middle Ages, of the now locally cultivated
stereotype of the stubbornly down-to-earth Yorkshireman scorning the ridiculous and
affected fashions of the south.

Overall, though, the real interest of the great mass of leatherwork lies in the
economic evidence of the very thorough medieval use of animal resources it provides;
the extent of this industry (as it became) in medieval York — the smell of tanning would
have made it all the more pervasive; and the pragmatic similarities of style and
technique shared over very large areas and lasting for considerable periods. An
adequate overview of the material life of the Middle Ages has to recognise how substan-
tial and fundamental was this field of production and trade and this volume documents
that for us, clearly and comprehensively.

john hines

Byzantine Butrint: Excavations and Surveys 1994–99. By Richard Hodges, William Bowden
and Kosta Lako. 22x30 cm. viii+424 pp., many figs., maps and plans. Oxford:
Oxbow Books, 2004. isbn 1–84217–158–5. Price: £40.00 hb.

This volume marks the first substantial fruit of research undertaken in a long-term
project funded by the Butrint Foundation (created by Lords Rothschild and Sainsbury).

2 John Hines, Voices in the Past: English Literature and Archaeology (Cambridge, 2004), 11–12.
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The archaeological team is headed by staff mainly from the University of East Anglia,
but supported by wider research expertise; the team also draws upon experiences
from the pioneering excavations at the early medieval monastic site of San Vincenzo al
Volturno, Italy. Butrint differs strongly from San Vincenzo in being properly urban,
with a Roman and Late Antique peak, lacking any clear 7th- to 10th-century structural
sequence, and with a revised role as a strategic defended site between the 13th and 15th
centuries; but it compares with San Vincenzo in being an open site, unencumbered by
modern constructions and removals, with strong scope to decipher both the varied
urban sequences as well as the character of Butrint’s hinterland. As the Introduction
(1–19) observes, the project fits well with much recent research on late antique urbanism
and rural settlement and, particularly, on questions of continuity after the 6th/7th
century — current images of 7th- to 10th-century Albania and Greece are of sizeable
urban decline and even loss, with varied claims on Slavic destructions and displace-
ments, but these regions are inadequately served by detailed, systematic and especially
long-term archaeological research. The directors also stress the need to undo the
archaeologies of the past for Butrint (and Albania as a whole) — nationalistic ideology
on the one hand and, on the other, the 1920s–30s endeavours of Luigi Ugolini’s
archaeological and conservation team, which sought out the Roman and Hellenistic
town and in so doing removed many later traces. The archives on Ugolini’s work will
appear in a later volume in the Butrint series. Finally, it is important to identify that the
Project will give equal weight to investigating the medieval deposits: texts document that
Butrint castle was heavily occupied and was served by six churches, providing a base
for Angevin and Venetian governors – monuments elsewhere in Albania and further
afield survive to signify these elites, but much attention is still needed for details on
contemporary housing, economic and populations.

For this volume, however, an emphasis does lie on the Roman to Early-medieval/
Byzantine Periods. There are four Parts presented (noted as such only in the Contents),
including the concise but useful initial overview of results and questions by Hodges
(Part 4, ‘Conclusions’, 321–6). Part 1 (‘Context’, 20–150) considers first the documen-
tary sources but then provides important evidence from the environmental survey which
suggests that in the Roman epoch a lower water table enabled extended land reclama-
tion and perhaps opened fairly busy trade access; but from the 7th century marshland
was prominent, damaging Butrint’s economy (Lake, 27–46). Up to 1.5 m of alluvium
covered Roman and late antique settlement traces on the Vrina plain, immediately east
of the promontory which underlay the town proper, with geophysics offering a first
taste of the contents and planning of this ‘vicus’ zone (Chroston and Hounslow, 64–75).
Chapters 6–8 discuss the topography of Butrint, with the medieval and Venetian
defences and fortresses of particular note (Andrews et al., 126–50). A strong Christian
heritage is evident, both late antique and medieval, including the ‘Acropolis Basilica’, of
6th-century date, and an extramural ‘Great Basilica’ (Bowden and Mitchell, 104–25).
The 6th-century Baptistery and its mosaics form chapters in Part 2 (‘Excavations in
the Walled Town’, 151–223), with Mitchell providing an excellent and fully illustrated
discussion of the mosaic iconography (202–18). Ugolini excavated the Baptistery in
1928–9, its mosaic being restored in 1930 when columns were re-erected; new excava-
tions show the complex overlay a Roman bathhouse. New excavations also concern the
‘Triconch Palace’, built in the early 5th century, but incomplete when the town walls
were raised; the site saw later burials, dumping, and then medieval timber housing
(Gilkes and Lako, 151–75). Part 3 (224–320) outlines the finds from the seasons thus far,
supported by a catalogue of pottery in Appendix 1, and include Vroom’s initial analysis
of the medieval and post-medieval ceramics (278–92).

Hodges stresses that these are the first phases of close investigation of what is a
complex site, but one which will hopefully contribute new information on a series of
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phases and levels. This first volume is a reassuringly full and thorough publication,
which promises much for the future volumes.

neil christie

Excavations in Cork City 1984–2000. Edited by Rose M. Cleary and Maurice F. Hurley.
21x30 cm. xiii+448 pp., many figs., pls. and tbs. Cork: Cork City Council, 2003.
isbn 0–902282–10–7. Price: €30.00 pb.

A short-lived Viking longphort at dún Corcaigh was founded sometime in the mid-840s
and was probably destroyed around 865. Thereafter we know little of Cork until the
existence of a Hiberno-Norse ‘Ostman’ trading town on the upper tidal reaches of the
River Lee is acknowledged in the early 12th century, a town which later became a prin-
cipal stronghold of Anglo-Norman trade and administration in the south of the realm.
Despite its prominence as a centre of Medieval and Modern Irish life, Cork has hitherto
been overshadowed by Dublin, and also more recently by its own southern neighbour
Waterford, in perceptions of Irish urban archaeology. This monograph serves to redress
the balance to a considerable extent, at last providing Cork with a major scholarly
publication which brings together the existing stock of archaeological, historical and
topographical evidence for its early development as a town.

Twenty years ago, the physical form and identity of Viking and medieval Cork was
largely the subject of historical speculation. Comparatively few excavations had taken
place there, yet given its status as one of the Hiberno-Norse trading towns, and the
success of urban investigations elsewhere in Ireland, expectations remained high. The
1980s saw the beginnings of a spread of development-led excavations, which increased
markedly in the burgeoning Irish economy of the 1990s. Thirteen individual develop-
ment sites published here provided the occasion and the means for a sustained series of
archaeological investigations into the city’s historic fabric. The focus of this work was
the roughly oval-shaped conjunction of two islands, composed of low-lying and formerly
marshy ground surrounded by channels of the Lee, which was gradually stabilised and
fortified to form the core of the medieval trading city. Across the Lee to the south was
a probable extension of the early commercial city, below the higher ground upon which
stood the Early Christian focus marked by St Finbar’s monastery.

The spine of the north and south islands is formed by Main Street, off which at
right angles lead narrow lanes and streets, with narrow east-west tenements on the plots
between. The excavations took place at a piecemeal collection of redevelopments in and
around these streets and lanes. Many of the sites published in this monograph were very
small-scale in extent, yet the fully-justified decision to treat them as an analytical whole
and to publish them together, produces something far more worthwhile than merely
the sum of their parts. It at last offers the opportunity to review the archaeological
development of medieval and post-medieval Cork in a manner comparable to other
important urban centres in Ireland and elsewhere. Following the introduction, the
individual excavations are dealt with clearly in summary form, following which there
are synthetic discussions of domestic architecture, defences, infrastructures such as water
provision, bridges and industry, and elements of the urban topography. Coming per-
haps slightly oddly after the main discussion sections, and rather tailing off without any
further concluding synthesis of their own, are the numerous specialist reports dealing
with finds, materials, environmental evidence, and dating.

The sequence of building types is the subject of a clear and convincing analysis
by Hurley, who charts the development from post and wattle structures of comparable
dimensions to the Type-1 buildings in Dublin and Waterford, through a sill-beam
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variant type with walls using upright staves, sill-beam walls proper which later became
mounted on stone foundations, leading to later stone houses with street-front under-
crofts and upper stories. By the 13th century, there is also evidence of sequential build-
ing traditions between the street frontages and further towards the backs of the same
tenements, where an impressive series of two-storey stone ‘halls’ were detected, leading
Hurley to suggest that the utilitarian street-front buildings (many of which remained
longer in wood) found their counterpart to their rear in higher-status domestic struc-
tures of comparable function to drinking halls in rural castles. The finds, particularly the
pottery (which is dominated by Ham Green, Redcliffe and Saintonge wares) reveal a
domestic lifestyle and trading economy linked to south-west England and western
France, whereas the animal and fishbone evidence suggest a diet based on the local
produce of the developing manorial economy in Cork’s hinterland.

The principal dating technique deployed here was dendrochronology, permitted by
the good survival rate of wooden structures and artefacts in the build-up of wet riverside
deposits, and these are presented in a useful summary by David Brown. The earliest
cluster of dates for domestic structures favours the early 12th century. There are a
few dates from fencing and other ‘infrastructure’ timbers straying into the later 11th
century. The excavations published here are laudably informative as to the Ostman
town and its medieval and post-medieval successors, but the precise location and form
of earlier Viking Cork remains in greater doubt, and only tentative suggestions are
offered here.

david griffiths

The Origins of a Leicester Suburb: Roman, Anglo-Saxon, Medieval and Post-medieval Occupation
on Bonners Lane. (British Archaeological Reports, British Series 372). By Neil Finn.
21x30 cm. vi+175 pp., 56 figs., maps and plans, 18 pls. and 39 tbs. Oxford:
Archaeopress, 2004. isbn 1–84171–614–6. Price: £30.00 pb.

The title of this monograph is misleading. It is, in fact, the report of a single exca-
vation on a property fronting on to the main Roman and medieval road into Leicester
from the south, Oxford Street. Bonners Lane itself is a side street, possibly in existence
by the early 14th century, to the north of which lay Newarke, the site of mid-14th-
century hospital, later a college which was enclosed by a defensive wall in the 15th
century. During the Civil War, in 1645, the site was occupied by a ‘bulwarke and
mount’ which involved the demolition of any buildings on the site (although the excava-
tors suggest they might have already been ruinous) and the construction of ditches
bounding Oxford Street and Bonners Lane. Documentary sources indicate that these
works were not levelled until 1647–8, providing a clear break in the use of the site and
presumably the erasure of any previous property divisions and activities.

The bulk of the monograph is taken up with a description of the stratigraphic
sequence and the finds, most of which are of types which are well known already
through other excavation reports on sites in Leicester. The main interest of the site
(to this reviewer at least) comes from the fact that a sunken-featured building of Anglo-
Saxon date was found on the site, close to the frontage. Based on the 5th-/6th-century
date given to the pottery, the author has suggested that the structure was built to respect
the latest Roman structures on the site, which can be dated to the 4th century (or later)
by their associated finds. This would indeed be a very interesting and useful addition
to knowledge, since it is clear that the Leicester area was a central place in the early
Anglo-Saxon period, with a large cremation cemetery (the only one known in the
county) to the north of the city, at Thurmaston. Furthermore, in 680, Leicester was
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chosen as the centre of a bishopric which survived until the Viking conquest of Mercia,
when it was transferred to Dorchester-on-Thames.

However, this early Anglo-Saxon settlement appeared to have been dated by the
ceramics (which, unless decorated, are virtually undatable in this part of the East
Midlands). Two bone objects, however, a pin and a comb, can be given closer dating
and both, it seems, date to the later 7th to mid-8th century, as suggested below by Ian
Riddler (pers. comm.); ‘To take the comb fragment first, elongated combs do not occur
in Anglo-Saxon England before the seventh century’.1 This particular piece is closely
paralleled at Whitby.2 A 7th-century date is also provided by a comb from a grave at
Ipswich, Hadleigh Road, a comb from Grave 11 at Norton (Sherlock and Welch, 1992)
and one from Walton, nr Aylesbury.3

The bone pin, which has a decorated shaft, can be dated by parallels at Canter-
bury, Dover and West Stow.4 The general type occurs during the period c. 650–750,
most probably 675–725.5 The Dover pin occurs with a hooked tag, suggesting a post-
650 date whilst the current view is that Ipswich ware does not start production until the
early 8th century, and thus West Stow continues into the 8th century.

This re-dating forces us to look at the site interpretation again. It is unlikely that an
early Middle Anglo-Saxon building would have been built to respect the orientation of
Roman structures which were probably ruins by the 5th century and much more likely
that the Anglo-Saxon building takes its orientation from the Roman road. Rather than
being evidence for the continued importance of the city in the period between the
collapse of Roman rule and the foundation of the cathedral, it seems much more likely
that this Middle Anglo-Saxon occupation was instead stimulated by the presence of the
cathedral. In either case, it seems that the occupation was short-lived and there is no
evidence from the site for occupation between the late 8th century and the foundation
of the medieval suburb. The date of this foundation is not closely argued in the report.
A handful of sherds, of Stamford ware and Torksey ware, are clearly of pre-conquest
date whilst the excavator gives a starting date for his Period 4 of c. 1100.

However, the first phase of medieval occupation, consisting of timber buildings
with earth-fast posts (Phase 8), probably dating to the later 12th to early 13th centuries
(according to the pottery report) and these were replaced in the mid-13th century by
structures with stone foundations (Phase 9). Before the end of Phase 8 it seems likely that
the site was divided into three long narrow tenements running the length of the site but
at the start of the phase it seems that there was an attempt to restrict occupation to the
eastern end of the site, with a boundary ditch running parallel with the road to the east
of which were timber structures, which subsequently strayed over the backfilled ditch
which was then recut. This leads the author to suggest that initially the occupation on
the site was encroachment upon the city’s south field and limited to the eastern end of
the site. However, as the pottery report makes clear, the filling of some of the pit in the
central and western parts of the site is as early as the occupation at the frontage.

1 J. M. Elder and I. D. Riddler, ‘Objects of bone, antler and ivory’, 135–45 in P. Blockley (ed.), Excavations at
No. 41 St Georges Street, Canterbury, 1985 (Archaeologia Cantiana, 105, Canterbury, 1988), 139.

2 C. Peers and C. A. R. Radford, ‘The Saxon monastery of Whitby’, Archaeologia, 89 (1943), 27–88, fig. 20.2.
3 S. J. Plunkett, Guardians of the Gipping: Anglo-Saxon Treasures from Hadleigh Road, Ipswich (Ipswich, 1994), 35–8;

S. J. Sherlock and M. G. Welch, An Anglo-Saxon Cemetery at Norton, Cleveland (CBA Res. Rep., 82, London, 1992);
M. Farley, Saxon and Medieval Walton, Aylesbury: Excavations 1973–4 (Records of Buckinghamshire, 20, 1976),
fig. 20.

4 K. Blockley, M. Blockley, P. Blockley, S. S. Frere and S. Stow, Excavations in the Marlowe Car Park
and Surrounding Areas (Canterbury, 1995), fig. 504, 1019; B. Philp, The Discovery and Excavation of Anglo-Saxon Dover
(Dover, 2003), fig. 62, 175; S. E. West, West Stow: The Anglo-Saxon Village (East Anglian Archaeol., 24, Gressenhall,
1985), tab. 63, fig. 36.9.

5 A. MacGregor, Bone, Antler, Ivory, and Horn: The Technology of Skeletal Materials since the Roman Period (London,
1985), 116.
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Perhaps these ditches were actually for drainage and ran along the eavesdrip of
buildings in several properties, with the property boundaries themselves running over
them?

To conclude, despite the misleading title one can indeed gain some insight into the
suburban development of Leicester from this volume. The full study and reporting of
the results of the excavation and its finds are to be welcomed.

alan vince

A Medieval Royal Complex at Guildford: Excavations at the Castle and Palace. By Rob Poulton.
21x30 cm. xiv+160 pp., 79 figs., maps and plans, 1 foldout excn. plan, and 59 tbs.
Guildford: Surrey Archaeological Society, 2005. isbn 0–9541460–5–0. Price:
£17.00+p&p pb.

Guildford is one of those medieval sites that everyone can agree was a palace:
Colvin acknowledges that it was called a palace in the Middle Ages. Therefore, for
students of palaces and castles the arrival of Rob Poulton’s report, ably backed by a
range of editors and specialists, is especially welcome. Unlike Clarendon (Wiltshire),
where many similar finds have been recovered but from largely unstratified deposits,
Guildford provides a palace complex with well-stratified finds, excavated to modern
standards and including a range of environmental evidence. Some materials are missing:
for example an excellent chapter on ‘bone and shell’ is not a comprehensive discussion.
Rat bone, for example is excluded, a disappointment for Black Deathers. There is
nothing on plants, for example, which given the excellent preservation of the site leaves
us hoping for more.

However, a reviewer should review what is there, and not bemoan what is missing.
There is very much of interest in this volume for archaeologist and historian alike. Mary
Alexander’s analysis of the records and standing remains of the castle, ideas developed
in her subsequent Ph.D. thesis, makes an interesting case for Guildford Castle being
partially the work of King Stephen (reigned 1135–54). As the written record for Stephen
is so sparse there has been little interest in the material culture of that king’s anarchic
reign. Thus, generally to date, a gap exists in the middle of the 12th century, with
attributions of buildings generally being pushed backwards to Henry I less frequently, or
more frequently forwards to Henry II. Let us hear more of Stephen; after all his brother
Henry of Blois was perhaps the greatest builder-bishop of the Romanesque with his
‘domus quasi palatium’ at Wolvesey, Winchester.

The importance of the work at Guildford, and its comparatively swift publication,
are both thoroughly laudable, raising the threshold very considerably on what we know
about medieval palaces of the 12th to 15th centuries. Some elements tie in to work
elsewhere, for example the provincial rather than exotic nature of the ceramic collec-
tion, as noted by Annie Robinson at Clarendon in 1988, although recent work on the
spoil heaps there has turned up continental wares unnoticed by previous excavators
(Alejandra Gutiérrez, pers. comm.). Likewise the window-glass collection matches pieces
from Henry III’s Clarendon in style, but not precisely in form. Such works indicate in-
volvement of local craftspeople for the ceramics, and maybe detailed instructions — of
the kind well known to have been issued by Henry III — being given to the glaziers. In
like style, the stonework shows a significant use of local stone-types which have not stood
the test of time well and which contain little surviving moulded or carved detail. There
is a substantial and wide-ranging report on the ceramic roofing materials and the kiln by
Nicholas Riall.

Among the most exciting parts of this report are the animal bone, the fish and
mollusc remains. These are particularly important and the reports on selected parts of
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the assemblage are very detailed. The analysis of the food remains is especially interest-
ing and thought-provoking. We learn, for example, that in Henry III’s time ‘precise
butchery’ was replaced with ‘heavy, clumsy, chopping’. While this betokens an age of
plenty, it casts a new light on an aspect of the life-style of the otherwise meticulous
Henry III, although we learn that at his period mutton and goat declined and more
sophisticated fare arrived at the table. In this report, Naomi Sykes goes beyond report-
age and considers cultural aspects of the hunt to consider why there are so many legs of
deer, so few haunches and shoulders, and no heads. Was this the result of post-hunting
practice? How does this fit with the dismemberment of deer on the 15th-century Book of
St Alban’s? Aspects of bone-shaving tuberositas tibiae continue through three centuries,
and ‘correspond with a situation of ritualised butchery’. This is informed speculation,
but we are on firmer ground in noting that the consumption of roast sucking pig
was very popular. A tremendous range of freshwater and sea-fish was recorded, and
reported as a major source of food, from the plentiful (probably salt) herrings to the
unique fragment of sturgeon.

Buildings are discussed with attendant helpful plans and computer-generated com-
parisons, notably with Clarendon, which are schematically interesting, if aesthetically
(because computer generated) unappealing. In contrast the artist’s impression of some of
the palace structures ‘in the earlier 13th century’ gives a fine impression of palace and
castle, even though the kitchen and stable omitted from the foreground reduce the
courtyard effect. The discussion of the complex’s development is very thoughtful and
well considered. There is an especially informative figure demonstrating the changes in
surface levels at Guildford which appears to emphasise Henry III’s determination to
create structures at the extreme edges of scarps — here Queen Eleanor’s Chamber and
a kitchen — both reminiscent of similar structures at Clarendon, where the Great Hall
was likewise pushed by Henry to the edge of the scarp. The report represents excava-
tions in the 1990s, but more importantly represents decades of thought and reflection by
the writer which adds depth and cogency to the arguments presented. Now we await a
landscape volume showing what vistas Henry III’s buildings enjoyed, and whence they
could be seen from adjacent park, approaches and settlements. Nothing, however,
is ever complete: significant holes in the fabric of our understanding remain. There is
heavy, nonetheless interesting, focus on Henry III in both archaeology and history at
Guildford and elsewhere, but very little, for example on Henry I and Stephen who may
have been more important that documents allow, but who may be sought in the archae-
ology, and will no doubt be found once they are sought. Finally, additional materials
are indexed and can be viewed at http://ads.ahds.ac.uk./catalogue/resources.html?guildford_
sas_2005 a link which works admirably. At £17+p&p this is surely a bargain.

tom beaumont james

Dragon Hall, King Street, Norwich: Excavation and Survey of a Late Medieval Merchant’s Trading
Complex. (East Anglian Archaeology 122). By Andy Shelley. 21 × 30 cm. xiv + 206
pp., 95 figs., 25 pls. and 47 tbs. Norwich: Norfolk and Norwich Heritage Trust, 2005.
isbn 0–9517878–1–0. Price: £24.00 pb.

The Historic Buildings of New Buckenham (Journal of the Norfolk Historic Buildings Group
2). Edited by Adam Longcroft. 21 × 30 cm. 227 pp., many elevations, figs., maps,
plans and tbs. Norwich: University of East Anglia, 2005. issn 1741–5888. Price:
£15.00 (plus £3.00 p&p) pb.

Norwich has been fortunate in recent years with both its historians and its
archaeologists. The city’s medieval past was recently synthesised by a massively
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authoritative symposium, edited by C. Rawcliffe and R. Wilson, entitled Mediaeval
Norwich. Thirteen years ago, the artefacts of ten years of excavations appeared
in S. Margeson’s comprehensively excellent, ‘Norwich Households’ (East Anglian
Archaeol., 1993). The present volume focuses on one site, albeit a large one, of several
burgage plots lying between the River Yare and King Street, a cardinal route through
the south eastern quadrant of the city. It provides a micro study of the numerous
types of human settlement and activities here from Anglo-Saxon times to slum clearance
in the 1930s, concentrating on the great Dragon Hall, a largely timber framed structure,
dendrochronologically dated to 1427 and owned since 1979 by the Norwich City
Council. It had significant predecessors on the site since Late-Saxon times including
a stone building constructed by the Abbey of Woburn, which is thought to have
included a fish processing plant — the fish destined for monastic stomachs were brought
up the River Yare and were salted and barrelled here. Dragon Hall itself was built by
Robert Coppe, a mercer, dealer in fine fabrics and Sheriff of Norwich in 1430. He had
other properties in the town but used this great building as a display and storage space
for his wares — coal, salt, iron and fish. Meticulous excavation and standing building
analysis in the rest of the site sloping down to the waterfront of the slow flowing
Yare showed that later in the 15th century gentry residences were built, and in the
17th century a couple of inns took over, producing a heap of broken pint and half-
pint pots and crocks, a number of which are illustrated in colour in this report, a rare
piece of post-medieval ceramic recording for the city. The strength of this report partly
arises from the fact that the documentary evidence (researched ably by Elizabeth
Rutledge) is totally integrated with the archaeology. A weakness is that no attempt
has been made to produce reconstruction drawings, so fashionable nowadays, giving
the non-professional an idea of what the site looked like at different phases in its
evolution.

Dragon Hall was the product of professionals involving a panoply of project man-
agers, conservation officers, specialists from a number of county archaeological units
and research fellows from several universities. New Buckenham is the achievement of a
bunch of volunteer amateur recorders from all over Norfolk, inspired, led and master-
minded by Dr Adam Longcroft. I know by experience with the Oxfordshire Buildings
Record the difficulties one encounters of involving unpaid helpers in a long-term project
such as this. The little Norman planned market town in central Norfolk had been over-
flown and photographed by Beresford and St Joseph in their classic Medieval England, An
Aerial Survey, as long ago as 1958 (206–9). The present detailed structural analysis and
recording of New Buckenham’s old buildings has taken six years only. The recorders
have been greatly reinforced by an ‘Awards For All’ lottery grant, which paid for den-
drochronological analysis of certain crucial buildings. So what conclusions do they come
to? It seems that New Buckenham’s ‘great re-building’ (Hoskins’s idea), took place in c.
1450–1560, about three-quarters of a century before his thesis. Moreover, its inhabitants
do not abandon their floored halls and cross passages until the early 17th century.
Timber-framing continues to compete with flint and brick until the 18th century but,
interestingly, using slower-grown oak — an indicator that as gentry families declined
they cut down the trees in their estates, in effect asset-stripping. Through all this record-
ing the people of New Buckenham showed a refreshing trust in inviting the group into
their houses, even into such inaccessible spots as teenagers’ bedrooms! The result is
a valuable gazetteer by Sue and Michael Brown and Paul Rutledge, which ought to act
as an inspiration to other vernacular architecture groups working in central/southern
England.

john steane
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The Grubenhaus in Anglo-Saxon England: An Analysis and Interpretation of the Evidence from a
Most Distinctive Building Type. (Landscape Research Centre Archaeological Monograph
Series, 2, Vol. 1). By Jess Tipper. 22x31 cm. xi+208 pp., 85 figs., 8 pls. and 59 tbs.
Yedingham: The Landscape Research Centre, 2005. isbn 0–9537488–2–0. Price:
£35.00 hb.

The form and function of Grubenhäuser, or sunken-feature buildings, has long been
debated by archaeologists. Although opinion is now generally of the view that
these most common of early medieval structures represent something other than the
‘miserable huts’ described by Leeds and Lethbridge, their structural form and the char-
acter of their associated deposits remain contentious. Here is a book that purports finally
to crack the mystery. Indeed, the original title of the author’s Ph.D. thesis, Pitfills and
Pitfalls, on which this work is largely based, comes perhaps closer to the significant
re-assessment of these structures this study represents. Drawing together the first
comprehensive survey of Grubenhaus evidence for nearly 30 years, Tipper’s innovative
approach of combining detailed structural analyses with a study of soil micromorpho-
logy provides for a critical and detailed reappraisal of these elusive buildings.

Through an examination of the material culture assemblages recovered from
Grubenhaus fills, including the detailed analysis of the ceramic finds, Tipper succeeds in
separating out structural evidence from the complex processes of fill formation. In prac-
tice, however, this level of analysis is not possible for many excavated Grubenhäuser and
the bulk of his argument rests on three sites: Mucking, West Stow and West Heslerton,
which come under impressively detailed scrutiny. In the case of West Heslerton this
detailed familiarity is a product of the author’s long involvement with the site. However,
the well-published sites of Mucking and West Stow are considered with equal rigour,
and from a reanalysis of the archival material Tipper posits both alternate stratigra-
phical readings (90) as well as, in the case of Mucking, a significant reinterpretation of
the site phasing (39–52).

While originality of approach is one of the book’s strengths, the real importance lies
in the conclusions drawn. On dissecting the various evidences from Grubenhäuser Tipper
concludes that the case for these as sunken-floored buildings can in no instance be
substantiated archaeologically. The implications of this position are manifold though
only a few issues are explored further: instead of weaving-sheds the preferred function
of these Grubenhäuser is argued to be as grain-storage buildings; a case is made for the
bi- and tripartite fills of Grubenhäuser as the product of a complex depositionary sequence
including — it seems — a period of composting; and Late Anglo-Saxon and urban
structures displaying evidence for sunken floors should henceforth be seen as a separate
building tradition. By contrast, discussions regarding the reconstruction of Grubenhäuser
superstructure are less conclusive. At points Tipper seems to favour a turf-wall recon-
struction, and this (in addition perhaps to sill-and-wattle or log-framing which are not
discussed), on current evidence surely seems more likely than some form of early
box-framing (80). Neither does he elaborate on the obvious implications of this research
on the population estimates of Early Anglo-Saxon settlements; a point all the more
relevant given his deconstruction of the Mucking model of Wandersiedlung (52).

In these and other points of issue the book will elicit much-deserved praise and
will provoke counter arguments and intelligent debate. The work’s main weakness (one
which the author acknowledges) is that it does not seek systematically to compare the
Anglo-Saxon evidence with that of the Continent, and it is a great pity that Tipper does
not follow-up European parallels other than to augment deficiencies in the English data.
Although he is probably right in suggesting that many relevant Continental sites have
yet to be published (3), the planum method of excavation is no longer as universal as it
once was, and it is certain that much relevant material remains to be brought into the
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debate, as has so ably been shown by Helena Hamerow’s recent analysis Early Medieval
Settlements: The Archeaology of Rural Communities in North-West Europe, 400–900 (Oxford,
2002).

This dearth of wider contextual discussion does not diminish the book’s great
strengths, namely the many careful and meticulous observations of the existing corpus
of Grubenhäuser. In these findings, this book will no doubt be recognised as a work of
far-reaching importance and will become the benchmark against which all future
research will be compared. It is therefore in keeping that the publication is lavishly
illustrated and produced; just why the volume has to be printed in such a small font size
and without a proper index remains a mystery.

stuart brookes

A Crannog of the First Millennium A.D.: Excavations by Jack Scott at Loch Glashan, Argyll, 1960.
By Anne Crone and Ewan Campbell (with several contributors). 29x22 cm.
xxi+153 pp., 59 figs., 36 b&w and colour pls. Edinburgh: Society of Antiquaries of
Scotland, 2005. isbn 0–903903–36–9. Price: £25.00 (Fellows £20.00) hb.

In the summer of 1960 a small team of archaeologists led by Jack Scott of the
Kelvingrove Museum, Glasgow, spent nearly four weeks excavating a crannog in
advance of the construction of a new hydro-electric dam at Loch Glashan, Argyll,
Scotland. The death of Jack Scott in 1999 left the site unpublished, though he was
actively working on this. Historic Scotland funding of the remaining necessary post-
excavation has culminated in this elegantly comprehensive and thought-provoking final
report.

The book is arranged in seven clear chapters (which follow a warm appreciation
of the late Jack Scott): History of the Project; Site and Setting; The Excavation; The
Artefact Assemblage; The Date of the Crannog; Discussion and Interpretation and The
Appendices (technical data on the analysis and microanalysis of certain elements of
the artefact assemblage). The whole book is recommended but the available review
space requires me to focus on the crucial elements of widest relevance, which for this
reviewer are contained in Chapters 4–6. The Artefact Assemblage (Chapter 4) (most of
it vital, prosaic, everyday material) encompasses a range of wooden items, pottery; a
copper alloy penannular brooch and a silver-in-glass bead (both 8th-/9th-century); an
iron axe-head (which may be as early as the 9th/10th century); a variety of stone things
and a leather assemblage. Crucially this includes what has long been seen as a garment
but which is here re-identified as an Early-medieval book satchel. It thus becomes the
older of only two excavated examples of such satchels, and a type known to have been
used by early monks. It is given a thorough and compelling analysis by Bernard
Meehan, which includes the exciting and intriguing suggestion that the Pictish symbol
known as the horizontal rectangle may be a representation of a satchel (89). This section
alone seems likely to become a pivotal point of reference in future studies of such
material.

The artefacts play a key role in Chapter 5, on the dating of the site. This takes two
approaches, a discussion of those objects with a broad chronological significance based
on their typology (including the bead, the E-ware and the satchel). More precision is
provided by the radiocarbon dating of ceramic residues (an important contribution both
to the study of E-ware and to the radiocarbon analysis of residues on ceramics) and of
structural timbers and wooden artefacts. It is a significant discussion but with a notable
absence of details on where the radiocarbon determinations were done. The conclusion
of the combined dating evidence leads the authors to conclude that there were up to
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four episodes of activity at the crannog: Middle Iron Age, 6th/7th century a.d., 8th/9th
century a.d., and the (later) Middle Ages. This dating structure is carried forward
into the final main chapter (Chapter 6), the discussion and interpretation. This runs
through three alternative chronologies of the site, each supported by the evidence and
a reflection of the limitations of that evidence, whilst also hinting at ‘post-modern
multivocality’, before broadly assessing the nature of the occupation of the site (again,
for which the finds are central and ends with two key conclusions with respect to the
artefacts and settlement studies (though with a noticeable absence of the wider Scottish
crannog context, especially for the later medieval period).

There are some unfortunate inconsistencies and idiosyncrasies in the style and
language of the book as well as some typographical errors. Buckley 1915, referred to
in the caption for plate 26, is not actually listed in the bibliography. Earwood 1993 is
referred to (42) and not Earwood 1993a as listed in the bibliography. Colour plates are
numbered sequentially with black-and-white plates but inserted out of sequence at the
front of the book, their places in the sequence are taken by black-and-white versions of
the same images (pls. 18, 19, 23, 29 and 31) — I fail to see the need for such a frontis-
piece as opposed to including them within the body of the text and so avoiding the
unnecessary repetition. Rather than axe-head we have both axehead and axe head used
(68). The title page has the preferable format of First Millennium where as the cover for
some reason adopts 1st Millennium. It seems unnecessarily contrary to refer to volume
3 only of The Early Christian Monuments of Scotland with Allen as sole author rather than
following the well accepted convention of Allen and Anderson 1903, with a note on the
much more accessible 1993 two-volume reprint. In listing the examples of Pictish art
that show satchels a reference is rightly made to a fragment from Meigle which is illus-
trated in Stuart 1867 (pl. VII) but unaccountably the written description of this stone in
ECMS (Meigle 24) is not given, nor is the fact that it has long been missing.

These unfortunate slips should not detract from the volume overall which is
otherwise handsomely mounted, accessible, useful and pleasurable — a welcome addi-
tion to European regional studies of the 1st millennium a.d. and something of a model
in the revisiting of difficult archaeological data excavated under difficult circumstances
and never adequately analysed in post-excavation. Such interrogations are analogous to
the revisiting of museum collections to apply new knowledge to many objects that have
been inadequately analysed in the past. Both are essential to an access-driven agenda of
archaeological understanding.

mark a. hall

The Origins of Mid-Saxon Southampton: Excavations at the Friends Provident St Mary’s Stadium
1998–2000. By Vaughan Birbeck. 21x30 cm. 217 pp., 79 figs. and 46 tbs. Salisbury:
Wessex Archaeology, 2005. isbn 1–874350–40–x. Price: not stated pb.

Excavation in 1998–2000 by Wessex Archaeology on the site of the new
Southampton FC stadium at St Mary’s revealed a sequence of activity from the
Mesolithic to the 19th century a.d., of which the two main phases were a cemetery in
use during the 7th century succeeded by occupation and a small burial group of the 8th
and 9th centuries. This has substantially revised and enhanced understanding of Middle
Saxon Southampton, bringing the early settlement into line with the pattern seen at
Ipswich and London and demonstrating beyond doubt significant activity and overseas
contacts well before the proposed foundation of the emporium around a.d. 700.

This monograph covers the full range of evidence encountered in the excavation
but rightly concentrates on four main areas: the context and planning background of
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the project (Chapter 1); the cemetery (Chapter 3); the occupation phases (Chapter 4);
and an overview which revisits previous syntheses of the archaeological evidence from
Hamwic in the light of this new information. The limited evidence for pre-Saxon and
post-Hamwic activity (Chapters 2 and 5) is summarised in just four pages. Similar criti-
cal selection informs the analysis and presentation of individual data sets from the early
medieval phases. Thus the material culture assemblage from the occupation contexts is
summarised and selectively illustrated with the reader referred to archive reports for fur-
ther detail, while full analysis and publication of faunal and plant remains is confined to
assemblages identified during post-excavation assessment as having high potential.

Twenty-four inhumations and 18 cremations attributed to the 7th-century cem-
etery were recorded. The burial area was not fully excavated, the mitigation strategy for
the stadium development requiring excavation only where archaeological deposits were
threatened, principally within the footprint of the stands, but it is now clear that two
burials excavated in 1975 (SOU 20), one containing a long seax, were also part of
this cemetery. Twenty of the inhumations were furnished. There is an unusually high
proportion of weapon burials and a number of items or assemblages indicate overseas
contacts or the expression of continental identities. Notable in this respect are the broad
seax and belt suite from grave 3520 which finds close parallels on the Merovingian con-
tinent, and a gold pendant from grave 4202 which may well be an import from Frisia.
Current material culture dating would place the earlier inhumation assemblages
between a.d. 640–50 and a.d. 670–80 and none is likely to be later than the early 8th
century. Whether the cremations are earlier than the inhumations or broadly contem-
porary with them has not been fully resolved but the likelihood that cremation was
practised here as late as the middle or second half of the 7th century marks the cemetery
out as very unusual in England and raises important questions of cultural identity and
affinity. One explanation may be the presence here of individuals from areas of the
modern Netherlands where cremation was practised alongside inhumation at this time.
The nature and quality of some of the inhumation assemblages argues for a high-status
element in the population burying here but there is little in the burial evidence which
would directly support the suggestion of a Jutish origin or identity.

The dating of the settlement features, which depends on small number of coins and
the established ceramic sequence for Hamwic, suggests activity from the middle of the
8th century until the middle of the 9th. Ten structures were identified, associated with
pits, wells, a possible street, and yard or alley surfaces. A small burial group, seven
unaccompanied inhumations, is also attributed to this phase. Evidence for craft activity
includes ironsmithing, textile working, and working in antler or bone and horn. The
welcome emphasis placed on systematic retrieval and analysis of environmental data has
delivered important information on provisioning, diet and environment, and insights
into other areas of social practice and lifestyle.

The report is well structured, clearly laid out, and well illustrated, and in taking a
selective approach backed by archive the authors have succeeded in presenting present
key data and analyses at an appropriate and manageable length. Some criticisms can be
levelled. The range of contributors is impressive but the rehearsal of research issues and
interpretations sometimes accommodates too many opinions, not always consistent,
when a single voice might provide a clearer focus. Discussion of the material culture
assemblages from the burials does not always draw upon the latest research, and it is
possible to take issue with some specific interpretations (fittings from grave 3520, for
example, are stiffeners or mounts from the belt and not related to suspension points on
the seax sheath as suggested on page 60). It would be unfair, though, to dwell on any
further examples. These are relatively minor criticisms of a very useful and important
publication whose value is enhanced by its prompt appearance. This timely report will
remain an important reference and the fact that it has come from the development-led
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and developer-funded environment sometimes characterised as inhibiting archaeological
research will help to nail that particular misapprehension.

christopher scull

Requiem: The Medieval Monastic Cemetery in Britain. By Roberta Gilchrist and Barney
Sloane. 21x30 cm. xvii+273 pp., 155 b&w and colour figs. and pls., 23 tbs.
London: MoLAS, 2005. isbn 1–901992–59–4. Price: £29.95 pb.

This study is the fruit of a research project supported by the Arts and Humanities
Research Board. Initially based largely on data collected through the Museum of
London, the authors have extended the scope of their study to many other sites
throughout Britain, including the results of many unpublished or only partly published
excavations. The rationale for investigation of monastic cemeteries stems largely from
the fact that, unlike the majority of lay cemeteries, these can be reasonably closely dated
to the period c. 1080 to 1536–9; they clearly served extensive lay communities as well as
regular clergy. The scope of the study is actually a bit broader than that suggested
by the title as material from a few lay sites has been included, including two Jewish
cemeteries. Material from a total of c. 8,000 burials has been brought together, and the
basic database of c. 5,000 graves will be available through the Archaeology Data Service
(it was not yet online at the time of this review, April 2006).

The introduction sets a context for the research project, addressing a wider
archaeological literature on the significance of human burial practice. It highlights the
relative marginalisation of medieval material within this discourse, and advocates a
more theoretically informed, prehistory-style approach. In this it rather undersells what
follows, which is indeed a pioneering and original study, but one much enriched by
knowledge of historical social context. Antiquarian accounts are a significant source.
The main body of the study classifies and interprets the material evidence of the data-
base. Separate chapters deal with the landscape of cemeteries, the location of burial, the
treatment of dead bodies and coffins and funerals, the physical grave, and the ‘afterlife’
of burials, which includes a brief discussion of memorials in situ, though not much on
these as a class. Detailed investigation of the skeletal evidence from the cemeteries was
not central to the project, but there is a summary chapter on ‘the dead’ which contains
a concise and useful discussion of the evidence for the Black Death, advised by Bill
White. Sites with unusual preservation offer particularly interesting insights — the
widespread burial of staffs or rods, in Staffordshire for example, which may be clearly
interpreted through popular scriptural exegesis. The widespread use of coffins in final
burial is clearly demonstrated, notwithstanding oft-reiterated claims that these were
usually only a means of transportation; and a couple of further popular misconceptions
are clearly debunked, such as the ideas that clergy are buried facing their congregations.
Some interpretations are open to dispute. The evidence (83–7) for the burial of lay
people in their clothing (the use of the term ‘grave-goods’ is misleading here) is interest-
ing, but some caution should be exercised in the statistics, since the practice is only
obvious if metal fittings were used or in circumstances of exceptional survival.
Some acknowledgement of post-mortem movement would have been appropriate in the
consideration of body positions (152–6). The rosary is certainly linked with devotion to
the Virgin but there is no need to expect a particularly ‘female’ orientation in its use
(225): it has a high profile in representations of mendicant piety, for example. Its rare
appearance in burial is itself notable. The bone crypt at Rothwell, Northamptonshire,
provides evidence that not all charnel houses were redundant at the Reformation,
though this may be true of London. However, such individual doubts simply indicate
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the wealth of thought-provoking material in this study, of which this review can only
provide a small taste.

As one now expects from this MoLAS series, the standard of presentation is
extremely good. The many high-quality figures and plates offer eloquent support for
the text, indeed the image collection alone represents a substantial contribution to our
understanding of the representation of medieval death and burial. The line drawings
are beautifully prepared; a few maps plotting the regional and chronological trends
identified would have been a useful addition.

It is possible that under current legislative guidance for developers, archaeological
floodgates have been opened on closed medieval urban cemeteries, and Requiem will
serve as the essential point of departure in defining recovery and research strategies for
this work. It is an important and timely study.

deirdre o’sullivan

Landscapes of Monastic Foundation: The Establishment of Religious Houses in East Anglia c. 650–
1200. (Anglo-Saxon Studies 5). By Tim Pestell. 16 × 24 cm. xvi + 279 pp., 50 figs.,
11 pls and 3 tbs. Woodbridge: Boydell and Brewer, 2004. isbn 1–84383–062–0; issn
1475–2468. Price: £50.00; $85.00 hb.

The publication of a revised version of Tim Pestell’s doctoral thesis presents the
results of his detailed study of the landscape context of early monasticism in early East
Anglia. The book provides a welcome perspective from a region that has up to now
been rather peripheral to debates about the nature of early monastic communities,
although the region has offered much food for thought with regard to the issue of
so-called ‘productive sites’ — a field of study to which Pestell has also made a significant
contribution. The book illustrates well the value of intimate local knowledge and
includes primary data from the author’s own fieldwork, most notably at Bromholm
Priory.

Pestell deals comfortably and confidently with his sources, both archaeological
and written, and the book overall takes a refreshing view of the topic in hand from the
earliest monastic origins in the region up to c. 1200 rather than limiting his study only
to the Anglo-Saxon Period. The volume opens with a brief introduction to monastic
studies from antiquarian beginnings up to a consideration of theoretical approaches to
landscape studies. Pestell notes the lack of pre-Conquest written sources, but the excel-
lent tradition and quality of archaeological fieldwork in the region is exemplified by the
impressive run of volumes in the East Anglian Archaeology series. Although charter
evidence is virtually non-existent, other sources, most notably Felix’s Life of St Guthlac,
provide an evocative view of early contemplative life in the fens of eastern England.
While Felix himself considered aspects of space and place in his early 8th-century vita,
Pestell remedies the subsequent neglect of such themes in relation to monastic sites of
the region. A review of the evidence for Viking disruption of monastic life in East Anglia
opts for a minimalist view, arguing that the rapidity of the conversion to Christianity
of the Vikings was much more achievable if a smaller number of immigrants were
involved. Pestell cites Repton as a classic case study of a monastery that suffered direct
and profound Viking intervention but which ultimately continued to function. Chapters
2–5 consider monastic use of the landscape, taking a chronological approach. Chapter 2
deals with middle Anglo-Saxon foundations noting how the locations of sites country-
wide are known almost exclusively from Bede’s Ecclesiastical History. Pestell also notes
that previous attempts to characterise monasteries archaeologically concentrated on
documented sites, while more recent scholars have focused on topographical aspects and
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artefact assemblages in an attempt to identify monastic communities that lack written
records. There is an excellent discussion of the minster/secular site debate that wisely
takes the view that frequently either interpretation is possible on the basis of physical
evidence. The discussion of literacy is also refreshing, noting that varying levels
must have existed in the past. Bearing in mind that a small child can be taught to read
perfectly well, perhaps literacy was not quite as socially restricted as many suggest.
Interestingly, Pestell highlights the fact that the national distribution of styli contrasts
wholly with that of Middle Anglo-Saxon written sources, suggesting that this is a reflec-
tion of intensive metal detector use in the region. While this may be so to a large extent,
the scarcity of styli in western Britain and England is notable.

The book moves on to consider monastic reform in the Late Saxon Period noting
how a consideration of the local context of refounded houses is required to move
beyond generalised political and geographical considerations. From this perspective,
Pestell observes just how close to each other the reformed houses of East Anglia were
and how their location had ‘a fundamental impact on the landscape of the fens’. Mon-
astic site location in the Norman period is suggested to have involved a degree of appro-
priation of sites founded in the distant (Anglo-Saxon) past, a feature that apparently
waned during the reign of Henry I. Further, Pestell suggests that East Anglia perhaps
suffered less than other parts of England in terms of the apparent Norman desire to
replace and rebuild Anglo-Saxon monastic institutions in their entirety. New Norman
foundations were often associated with castles and baronial settlement.

This is a well-written and readable book that challenges orthodoxy and presents
well-reasoned arguments. The volume retains its focus on East Anglia throughout, and
would have benefited from a consideration of the relationship of East Anglian monastic
settlement to other regions of the British Isles, France and the Low Countries. This
latter task is clearly a project of a different scale, but Pestell has done well to present
a distinct monastic heritage to an academic audience in such an attractive way. The
book should be read by all with an interest in Anglo-Saxon and Norman settlement and
landscape history.

andrew reynolds

Holy Trinity Priory, Aldgate, City of London: An Archaeological Reconstruction and History.
(MoLAS Monograph 24). By John Schofield and Richard Lea. 21x30 cm.
xvii+285 pp., 214 b&w and colour figs. and pls., 33 tbs. London: MoLAS & English
Heritage, 2005. isbn 1–901992–45–4. Price: £32.95 pb.

This study is part of a series of monographs dealing with archaeological work on
the major churches of London by MoLAS. The richest of monasteries within the City,
Holy Trinity Priory, Aldgate was founded as a house of Austin canons in 1107–8 by
Queen Matilda on the site of a pre-existing church. The documentary and cartographic
sources are particularly rich, and include a spectacularly detailed survey of the re-used
priory buildings on two levels in c. 1585, by John Symonds, when they were still sub-
stantially unaltered. The archaeological material combines the results of observations
and excavations spanning the period 1908–90, but this represents only a fraction of the
potential below ground evidence for the site. The results of the excavations are rather
meagre, most of them relating to the south side of the church, but small fragments of
other buildings have also been found.

Contained within a large precinct partly utilising the line of the City wall to the
east, the complex included both a monastic church and the parish church of St
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Katherine Cree, as well as the usual range of claustral buildings and a large ‘great
court’. The excavated buildings all postdate a disastrous fire of in 1132. Holy Trinity
was the first major monastery to be suppressed and stripped of its assets, when it
was converted into an aristocratic residence, eventually becoming the town house of
the Duke of Norfolk. The post-medieval phases provide concrete evidence for the
production of the earliest tin-glazed pottery in London, and also the post-medieval
re-emergence of a Jewish community; a synagogue was constructed on the site of the
former prior’s kitchen.

The authors of this study had a complex and difficult task. The disparate range of
data, and, critically, the challenge of relating the fragmentary archaeological strata with
the evidence of plans and engravings to produce an intelligible whole, presented a
substantial challenge. They have succeeded in some, if not all aspects of this challenge.
This monograph has a number of innovatory elements, but is still grounded in a tradi-
tional organisation of material into ‘Background’, ‘Stratigraphy’ and ‘Finds’ — the last
assigned to an appendix. No study of the meagre biological remains was undertaken.
The documentary and physical evidence for different areas of the site are considered in
discrete sections, although illustrations of attractive objects are used to break up the
main text, which also includes summary discussions of dateable finds. This structure
creates an inevitable tension between the need to present and discuss types of data per se,
and the coherent interpretation of the site, based on a grasp of the full range of
evidence. It is not rigidly adhered to, which is probably a good thing; an impressive
range of architectural detail has been recovered from lease surveys and antiquarian
sketches, for example, which is surely ‘archaeological’ in nature; it makes little sense to
set this apart.

The monograph is beautifully illustrated with over 200 figures, making extensive
use of colour in both plates and line drawings; the interpretative reconstructions set a
new standard, and it is good to see colour images reproduced at last at a generous size.
However, the descriptive text of both architectural and archaeological sections is often
unnecessarily detailed and convoluted. At least some of this could have been avoided
by more intensive annotation of figures, or by crisper organisation. For example, the dis-
cussion of masons’ marks should have been dealt with in the section on architectural
fragments, rather than scattered throughout the text. A certain amount of internal
repetition is inevitable in substantial excavation syntheses, but a stronger measure of
editorial control should have been exercised to maintain a trimmer house style.
Interpretation is sometimes unnecessarily discursive; uncertainty is revisited obsessively
on many fronts. Explanations are generally careful, but this reader was unconvinced
that a structure as fundamental to good monastic order as the latrine block would
have been located outside the precinct, on the far side of a postern gate! Research into
possible architectural parallels is over-extensive, reaching, for example, into discussion
about features such as crypts for which there is no evidence at Holy Trinity. Sections 4.3
and 4.4 (72–98) both deal with the architectural development of the priory church and
overlap substantially.

It would be wrong to end on a grudging note. Overall, the monograph provides
impressive evidence for the wealth of scholarship that can be produced in the context of
developer-led excavation, notwithstanding the relatively meagre archaeological data.
The intensive analysis of Symonds’s plans makes a significant contribution to both
monastic and Reformation archaeology and the synthesis of building works on London
monasteries and hospitals (Table 11) suggests a useful point of departure for further
synthetic research in London and elsewhere.

deirdre o’sullivan
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Zwischen Tier und Kreuz: Untersuchungen zur wikingerzeitlichen Ornamentik im Ostseeraum
(Studien zur Siedlungsgeschichte und Archäologie der Ostseegebiete, 4). Edited by
Michael Müller-Wille. 21x30 cm. 454 pp., many figs., maps, plans and tbs.
Neumünster: Wachholtz Verlag, 2004. isbn: 3–529–01393–5. Price: €50.00 hb.

Between Animal and Cross: Studies of Viking-Age Ornament in the Baltic Region represents
the fourth in a series focusing on settlement history and archaeology in the Baltic.
The book is subdivided into four sections: the editor, Michael Müller-Wille, provides a
short introduction which is followed by Birgit Maixner’s paper on Viking Age animal
ornament metalwork from Birka, with a particular focus on the Borre style. Sunhild
Kleingärtner continues the emphasis on metalwork but shifts from representations of
animals to crosses in her paper on ‘Terslev-type’ brooches, pendants and their moulded
imitations, and finally Florian Westphal presents new findings on the final phase of
Gotlandic picture stones.

Maixner’s paper adopts a systematic approach to stylistic analysis, encompassing
Salin’s Style III through to Mammen on artefacts recovered from the trading hub of
Birka in central Sweden; a site with the highest concentration of metalwork decorated
with animal ornament, largely in the Borre Style, in northern Europe. Maixner con-
siders the relationships between the spatial, stylistic and social contexts of finds, before
situating the pattern of locally manufactured and imported metalwork in the broader
north European context. Kleingärtner’s paper adopts a similar approach, commencing
with a detailed stylistic analysis followed by a survey of varying manufacturing contexts,
before considering the ‘Terslev-type’ style as evidence for missionary activity, and
concluding with its role as a socio-political marker. The first half of Westphal’s paper
outlines the characteristics and chronology of the later Viking styles, focusing in particu-
lar on runestones. This forms the foundation for outlining a stylistic chronology for the
last phase of Gotlandic picture stones. As with the previous paper, Westphal explores
the process of religious conversion on Gotland — identifying three sub-phases of stones
expressing pagan concepts which are succeeded by Christian iconography defined by
the prominent use of crosses. She argues that 11th-century Gotlandic picture stones can
be approached in the same way as Swedish runestones.

The title of the volume is broad and sounds ambitious, but its three papers are
linked by their examination of the process of religious transition from paganism (animal)
to Christianity (cross) through detailed case studies of stylistic transformation, supported
with extensive illustrations and comprehensive catalogues. They represent a useful
addition to the growing corpus of research on the material traces of religious, social and
political transformation in the early medieval Baltic region. The only drawback for
archaeologists, historians and students in the British Isles is that English summaries are
not provided, which would have made the individual papers more accessible.

aleks pluskowski

A Corpus of Late Celtic Hanging Bowls. By Rupert Bruce-Mitford. With an Account of the Bowls
found in Scandinavia. By Sheila Raven. 23x28 cm. xxxvi+514 pp., 8 colour pls.,
510 figs. and 11 maps. Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2005. isbn 0-19-813410-x.
Price: £215.00 hb.

Hanging bowls represent an aspect of Early Medieval material culture for which
the adjective ‘enigmatic’ is never far away. Originally derived from the late Romano-
British Irchester bowl type, the majority in Britain (which represent by far the largest
group) are found in unambiguously Anglo-Saxon contexts, from furnished graves across
the east and south of England, yet they bear many artistic and technological traits (such
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as abstract spiral art and enamelling) which connect them firmly to the contemporary
artistic traditions of western and northern Britain and Ireland, thereby earning them
their epithet as ‘Celtic’.

Rupert Bruce-Mitford died in 1994 leaving his corpus of hanging bowls as an
unfinished manuscript, and it has taken a further decade of devoted editorial work by
his former research assistant, Sheila Raven, supported by the Bruce-Mitford family,
to bring it to publication. The result is a handsome, densely-written and superbly-
illustrated volume which carries a series of classifications and discussions by
Bruce-Mitford and several other scholars (completed by c. 1993), dealing with type,
distribution, chronology, function and context, followed by a full descriptive catalogue
of the 174 British, Irish and Scandinavian bowl and escutcheon finds, ending in a series
of form and style tables.

The catalogue uses a dual typology, evolved from on earlier work, using rim shape
(Types A–E) and the art styles exhibited on the escutcheons and appliqués, including
openwork and enamelled variants. Aspects of constructional detail are dealt with fully,
and there is a useful scientific report on the yellow enamels, and there is a limited
amount of metallurgical analysis of the bowl fabrics to counterpart these observations
(that for the two bowls from Sutton Hoo are merely cross-referred to Bruce-Mitford’s
third Sutton Hoo monograph of 1983). The suspension and base escutcheons are so
emblematic of this type of object, bearing the vast majority of the art-historical interest,
that single finds of these components are catalogued fully alongside the (far fewer)
discoveries of complete bowls. A third category to receive full descriptive treatment is
direct evidence for manufacturing — as yet very limited in scale. Raven has contributed
a discussion of the 28 bowls found in Scandinavia (largely from Viking graves in western
districts of Norway). These, along with a handful of examples from Germany and the
Low Countries, are added to the primary catalogue. To extend the net yet more widely,
there are also useful supplementary catalogues of ‘Doubtful Items and Non-Hanging
Bowls’ and also of some Roman hanging bowls from England, Norway and Slovakia.
A supplementary catalogue of recent finds from the 1970s to 1990s is added, despite
the fact that these, by their exclusion from the main catalogue, can have had little
or no bearing on Bruce-Mitford’s own appraisal. The text is well presented and clear.
Occasional editorial lapses are to be found (the distribution maps do not always
precisely reflect the classified lists, and there are occasional mis-spellings, particularly of
place-names), but it is a highly impressive production, especially so given its long
gestation in difficult circumstances. Two noteworthy regrets are the lack of an index,
and the fact that the bibliography occurs somewhere towards the middle of the book,
before the catalogue, rather than at the back.

The chronology of the bowls is constructed principally on art-historical grounds,
by reference to the use of related motifs in insular manuscripts, thereby forcing Bruce-
Mitford to enter the (no less controversial) fray as to the precise dating of these source
materials. An essential moderating force is the evidence from stratified and dated
contexts, principally furnished graves in England and Norway. Types A–C develop from
the 5th century to the 7th/8th century, whereas D and E are later objects associated
with Viking activity and so far found only outside Britain. The picture is far from
straightforward and the discussions contain many veiled hints of scholarly disagreement
on details of form and dating. Occasionally these are more openly acknowledged — for
example R. B. K. Stevenson’s later 7th-century date for the Buiston Crannog Bowl,
presented in Appendix 2 (70) is ruled out as unacceptably late in the catalogue entry for
this object (no. 115, 322).

In comparison, there is less outright dispute on the function of the bowls, mainly
because most scholars take a broad consensus view that the bowls were intended for
display in high-status domestic, ecclesiastical or funerary contexts, were suspended from
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above so all of the decorative elements could be seen, and probably contained water or
a fairly pure aqueous liquid (oils, a suggestion of Françoise Henry, is dismissed here as
untenable). What is agreed by all, and eloquently conveyed by Bruce-Mitford, is the
prominence and symbolic importance of this very distinctive type of object in Early and
Middle Anglo-Saxon England and its contemporary neighbours. This book will be an
essential source of reference for the period. It commemorates Bruce-Mitford’s long and
distinguished career well, but Raven deserves the greatest credit for its appearance in
print.

david griffiths

The Bayeux Tapestry: The Life Story of a Masterpiece. By Carola Hicks. 24x16 cm. x+358
pp., 64 b&w figs., 15 colour pls. London: Chatto and Windus, 2006. isbn 07011–
7463–3. Price: £25.00 hb.

The uniqueness of the Bayeux Tapestry, as a surviving example of medieval textile
and from a time of great political and millennial transition, means that many medieval-
ists will have a high regard for it as a pivotal object. They may also ask if there is room
for yet another book on the subject. The answer for this reviewer is an emphatic yes.
Indeed this particular book should become the first book anyone interested in the
Tapestry should read for it boasts a crucial breadth of analysis that tackles the complete
history of the Tapestry and not its origin alone.

The first three chapters deal with the theme, the patronal possibilities and the
making of the Tapestry. The next three deal with what is known of its later medieval
history and the beginnings of antiquarian interest down to the French Revolution.
Several chapters then deal with the Tapestry’s Napoleonic celebration and manipula-
tion and its recording by Charles and Eliza Stothard in the early 19th century. This was
a busy period for the Tapestry when it helped to shape much thinking about medieval
art, politics and gender. Another cluster of chapters deals with English and French
approaches to the interpretation and care of the Tapestry in the 19th century, including
the fabulous enterprise of 1885–6 when ‘the Ladies of Leek’ made a facsimile. Two
chapters deal with a time of great trial for the Tapestry, the Second World War, during
which the Nazis tried to claim it as an authentic statement of the rightness of German
power and sought, but failed, to steal it away to Germany. The final six chapters deal
with the different ways that the Tapestry has been perceived and deployed in more
contemporary cultural life, including literary, artistic, film and marketing ventures that
demonstrate its enduring appeal as a popular culture icon. This is surely an area that
will bear expansion in future editions or further studies. In terms of marketing ventures
there is Cottage Brewery’s award-winning ale, Norman’s Conquest, brewed to a specific
gravity of 1066, the bottle-conditioned version complete with a Tapestry inspired label.
A notable cinematic absence is the scene from El Cid in which Queen Urrica visits El
Cid’s beloved Charmaine in her secluded nunnery where she is working alone on the
Tapestry in her guest apartment. A section (scene 53) is laid out on a frame, both ends
rolled up, with a pattern-scroll at hand. The film scene is very short and needs the pause
button to unravel it fully. It is full of considered detail and reflects thinking at the
time on production of the Tapestry some years after the event by a high status lady.
One aspect of its artistic influence which might also bear investigation lies in its border
figures which might profitably be compared to and contrasted with the marginalia of
illuminated manuscripts — superficially irrelevant but often offering subtle comment
and harmony with text and main images.

In perceptively and lucidly outlining the whole life of the Tapestry (with its
accessibility enhanced by comprehensive index and bibliography) the study fully demon-
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strates the complexity of the cultural biography approach, especially its suitability for
uncovering complexity and recording how people choose to relate to the past and its
material culture and how they seek to manipulate it. It was manipulated in the medieval
period as part of the cult celebration of saints and heroes in the annual display of
Bayeux Cathedral’s Feast of Relics and subsequently in debates about national politics.
But it is also fundamental in demonstrating how gender is an assigned category of
interpretation and fully reflects gender roles prevalent at the time the interpretation was
made.

The book is remarkably free of typographical errors — I only encountered one in
my reading, an absent full stop (189). I take this as demonstrative of the care taken in
the book’s writing and production. In July 1984 I visited the Leek facsimile (long part of
the Reading Museum collection) on display in Leek as part of the ‘Heritage ’84 Tapes-
try and Textiles’ exhibition, marking the 100th anniversary of the Nicholson Institute,
Leek (from which I still have my commemorative mug!). This is as close as I have so far
been able to get to the Tapestry itself. My determination to see the original has been
renewed and increased by this delightful book: that it provokes such a response is
further recommendation of the book’s great value.

mark a. hall

Boringholm: En Østjysk Træborg fra 1300-Årene. Edited by Jan Kock and Else Roesdahl.
22x28cm. 378 pp., 300 figs., pls., and tbs. Jysk Arkæologisk Selskab: Moesgård,
2005. isbn 87–88415–36–8. Price: DKR 348 hb.

Published in the centennial year of the discovery of the medieval high-status site
of Boringholm, this very well produced and richly illustrated volume brings to press at
long last the results of the excavations undertaken by Chr. Axel Jensen of the Danish
National Museum between 1906–16. The impetus has come from renewed interest
in castle studies in Scandinavia as a whole, but more specifically has come from the
Medieval Archaeology Department at Aarhus University, since the volume incorporates
work by M.A. and doctoral students: these studies have enabled a fresh and thorough
analysis of some of the remarkable finds from the site, which offer much for enhancing
our understanding of daily material culture, work and dress in medieval Denmark. This
derives from the fact that Boringholm was established on an artificial island in Lake
Boring (or Rask) in eastern Jutland: much wooden material, waste, etc., was used to
infill the pile foundations to create the island, and much other material was then pre-
served due to the acidic, boggy conditions (though these also meant the loss of some
metalwork); the lower portions of timbers of the built structures (comprising a main two-
winged building of c. 30x25 m) were also well preserved, enabling coherent plans and
sequences to be established. Dendrochronological analyses of over 40 oak samples from
both buildings and piles identified a tight period of construction and occupation: the site
was founded in a.d. 1368/9, saw extensions and repairs in 1380, but appears quitted
by a.d. 1400. Chapters 14–16 (267–93) consider the context of this short-lived defensive
seat, namely the conflict between King Valdemar Atterdag and the Hanseatic League
(the latter supported also by various of Jutland’s nobility) from 1368–75 and spilling
over into the reign of Margrete, who is documented in 1396 as forbidding the building
of fortifications by the nobility: Boringholm’s brief existence fits neatly into this histori-
cal frame, suggesting local landlords seeking and displaying security by transferring to a
defended site (and seemingly using much of their older settlement waste and materials as
infilling for the island). While there are some weapons here, including swords, elements
of a cross-bow, bolts, a mace, shields and some armour, as well as riding equipment
(141–58, with leather sheaths, belts, saddle fittings also preserved), there was no clear
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evidence of conflict; the site was burnt down at its end, but perhaps to meet the new law
rather than through an act of violence. The setting was no doubt unhealthy and selected
for safety rather than comfort. The fascinating range of artefacts, however, amply dem-
onstrates a full range of activities for the compact population at Boringholm, including
the adult with an amputated leg, whose 40 cm long wooden artificial peg was recovered
—unless he/she discarded it to avoid labour duties! (137, 139). One needs to note that
the excavation records, while fair, do not help in showing clearly which artefacts came
from occupation-related deposits as opposed to site make-up. Household/kitchen items
included wooden barrels, buckets, bread shovels, ladles, rolling-pins, and jugs (relatively
little pottery was found); agricultural implements included sickles, pitchforks, mallets
and tethers; metalworking was evident from crucibles, tongs and slag, and wood- and
textile-working too (Chapter 8). Varied textile-types, goat-hair clothing and felt indicate
dress (Chapter 9), supplemented by a large collection (342 soles) of lost/discarded
footwear (ox-hide predominantly), featuring especially the (now fashionable!) pointed
toe poulaines (Chapter 10). Children’s items also occur, in terms of an antler doll,
spinning tops, and a toy cross-bow. While the text, captions, etc., are in Danish, the
editors of the Boringholm report have provided, via David Wilson, an extended English
summary (Chapter 18, 343–59) which will hopefully help in flagging these exceptional
finds to a wider audience.

neil christie

The Forest, Park and Palace of Clarendon, c.1200–c.1650: Reconstructing an Actual, Conceptual and
Documented Wiltshire Landscape. (British Archaeological Reports, British Series, 387). By
Amanda Richardson. 21x30 cm. viii+172 pp., 85 b&w and colour figs., and 8 tbs.
Oxford: Archaeopress, 2005. isbn 1–84171–825–4. Price: £38.00 pb.

Among the many hunting-lodges and parks held by the Crown during the Middle
Ages, two are of outstanding importance for their prolonged, if intermittent, use and for
the development of their buildings into unfortified rural palaces: Woodstock and
Clarendon. The heyday of both was from the 12th to the 15th century, and both had
fallen into decay by the early 16th century. Clarendon passed out of royal hands in
1664, Woodstock in 1705. Today they present a very different appearance. Woodstock
Park was transformed by the creation of the landscaped grounds around the new palace
of Blenheim in the 18th century, and although a substantial area of ancient wood
pasture and a few other fragments of the medieval landscape survive there, all remain-
ing ruins of Woodstock Palace were swept away at the insistence of the first Duchess of
Marlborough in 1723. Clarendon Park, at 4,500 acres an even bigger enclosure than
Woodstock, also contains an important, if less grand, 18th-century house; but the land-
scaping associated with it is relatively low-key, much of the park passed into agricultural
use, and the ruins of the palace were left to moulder. Having experienced both the
rewards and the frustrations of trying to understand the landscape of Woodstock back
in the 1970s and 80s, this reviewer has looked forward to learning more about the
‘other one’.

This volume is in essence the author’s doctoral thesis, and it aims to set the palace,
now much better known from the 1988 monograph by Tom Beaumont James and
Anne Robinson,1 within its landscape context. This leads not just to a detailed study
of the park and forest of Clarendon, but also to an examination of links with
neighbouring forests such as Melchet and Groveley, the nature of the local rural
settlement pattern, and relationships with the nearby planned town of Salisbury. It is

1 T. B. James and A. M. Robinson, Clarendon Palace: The History and Archaeology of a Medieval Palace and Hunting
Lodge near Salisbury, Wiltshire (London, 1988).
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primarily a documentary study, but shows a sound awareness of both the potential and
limitations of documents in the examination of past landscapes; and in tapping a range
of previously underinvestigated primary sources it makes an original and substantial
contribution to our understanding of Clarendon which has implications for royal
residences and parks elsewhere.

So much of interest is presented here that in a brief review it is difficult to select
details for comment. One recurrent theme is the extent to which the whims and chang-
ing priorities of successive rulers had far-reaching implications for the management of
the landscape, with times of overexploitation interspersed with times of conservation
and restocking, and times when the park was enjoyed for recreation and amenity
interspersed with times of exploitation for profit. Throughout the period examined the
keeping of fallow deer was the primary raison d’être of both park and forest. Despite the
park’s size, however, there are relatively few records of live deer from Clarendon being
sent elsewhere, and no particular emphasis seems to have been placed upon the
breeding of deer, at least not before the late 15th century. The timing of royal visits to
Clarendon always avoided the fence month. Winter was the time for the royal huntsmen
to cull surplus does, and this was the season when the courts of Henry II and Henry III
invariably came to Clarendon.

A change of policy under Edward I switched the court’s visits to summer, the
season for hunting bucks. Along with this went not just a change from routine culling
to greater ceremony and more formalised hunting, but also some significant changes in
the landscape. Clearer definition of open land within the park may be implied by the
cutting of trenchea in the 1270s, and open wood pasture had been replaced by compart-
mented launds and coppice-woods by the early 14th century. There were also gardens,
and an enclosed ‘inner park’ by the palace, the function of which remains unclear.
Melchet Park remained more important as a provider of oak timber than Clarendon
Forest, where overexploitation in the 1240s and 1250s had depleted timber stocks; from
the early 14th century Clarendon Park was exploited mainly for its underwood.

Edward II enlarged the park around 1317 by an extension to the south, and the
addition of three deerleaps there by 1324 prompts the suggestion that this was used as
a holding area for deer from the forest which could then be used to restock the launds
in the old park. As the palace declined expenditure on pales, gates and park lodges
increased. Attention is drawn to an interesting correlation between the timing of the
forest courts and construction and repair work on lodges.

Royal visits decreased after Edward III’s time. Rabbits were introduced and, by the
early 15th century, produced considerable profits. Intermittent expenditure continued
on the palace, the pales and the lodges into the 1490s, and even after the abandonment
of the palace the park was remodelled to include a deer course and standing. Horses
were regularly pastured in the park by the early 16th century, arable cultivation was
beginning a century later, and by 1661 much of the park had gone under the plough.
Three ancient coppices survive, though much of the park woodland was replanted in the
19th century.

The volume is well illustrated with numerous maps, photographs, prospects and
diagrams, though BAR’s quality of reproduction does not do all of them full justice.
The text is articulate and readable, and is complemented by a glossary and an excellent
bibliography in addition to footnote references, but there is no index. A few small grem-
lins have slipped the net: Henry II’s dates are given as 1054–89 (1); Tostig appears as
Edward the Confessor’s brother (5); a reference to Bentley Park in Suffolk attributed to
this reviewer should be to Beckley Park in Oxfordshire (121); and a wilful computer has
inserted one or two false paragraph breaks (e.g. 62, 101). These are, however, minor
flaws in a study of real value, which I feel has raised my own understanding of medieval
parks several levels.

james bond
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Material Culture in London in an Age of Transition: Tudor and Stuart Period Finds c. 1450–c. 1700
from Excavations at Riverside Sites in Southwark. (MoLAS Monograph, 19). By Geoff Egan.
21x30 cm. xix+257 pp., 219 figs. and pls., 13 tbs. London: MoLAS, 2005. isbn

1–901992–39–x. Price: £17.95 pb.
This study deals with finds from a series of eight excavations in Southwark in the

late 1980s and early 1990s. The excavations, on the sites of two aristocratic properties
first constructed in the 14th and 15th centuries, are to be published in a further mono-
graph. The deposits which produced the finds, generally land reclamation dumps, had
the double advantage of being both fairly closely dated and waterlogged and the range
of material is very rich. Notwithstanding the title, not all aspects of material culture are
covered by the report, which pulls together what would traditionally have been classed
as the ‘small finds’; pottery and clay pipes have been used for dating but are not
presented or discussed; neither are building materials.

The report is introduced with a general chapter identifying trends within the finds
assemblage, followed by separate sections describing different types of object. A final
chapter dealing with metallurgical analyses offers some useful insight into the types of
alloy in general use, and the extent to which these conformed to the standards set by the
professional guilds in the early modern period. The decision to publish this material as
a discrete assemblage has much to recommend it. As Egan notes, deposits of the Tudor
and Stuart periods are conspicuous by their absence from multi-period archaeological
sites, and this London group offers an excellent comparative source for future studies.
The period spans a number of important cultural transitions, and it is interesting to see
the extent to which these are illuminated by the finds. The most obvious of these is the
Reformation, and Egan offers a brief consideration of this in his introduction. Items
proscribed under Protestantism include pilgrim badges, of which a substantial number
were recovered, reflecting the popularity of shrines within London itself. Rosary beads
are barely represented, possibly a consequence of recovery methods. Reformed ideas are
physically present in the mottoes on later Nuremberg tokens, though the use of these
spans the whole period. The opening up of world trade is only faintly mirrored, in
the increased use of ivory for combs in the 17th century; it would have been useful to
compare this with other types of evidence, such as that for food consumption.

Broader questions about the growth of consumption, and of widening access to
‘fashion’ and the development of manners, are clearly partly reflected in the volume of
cutlery recovered from the site. Spoons are overwhelmingly of pewter, and a range of
handle styles is present. Table knives are also present, although multi-purpose, personal
knives are still in evidence, and forks conspicuously absent, suggesting that this particu-
lar refinement of table behaviour was not yet widely adopted. Birdcage troughs offer
further evidence for the broadening of the sphere of urban consumption; a silver syringe
cap is testimony to the developing medical services. The high status of the properties is
not really reflected in the range of finds. The silver syringe cap apart, this is a study of
everyday material, but therein lies its particular interest. Many items represent types
barely represented or unknown in museum collections established for the study of
decorative arts, such as the wound wire dress accessories (55–6) or the children’s toys
(125–8).

The presentation is up to the high standards already set in this series. Good
editorial control has resulted in a fairly seamless result. Although the report is basically a
catalogue, it is attractively laid out, making some use of paintings and drawings to
illustrate contemporary usage. The standard of illustrations of objects, a good proportion
of which are photographs rather than line drawings, is high. Interpretation is to some
extent limited by the exclusion of other categories of evidence, but Egan and his colleagues
are to be congratulated on producing an interesting report that will serve as a standard
reference in many parts of Europe and North America for the foreseeable future.

deirdre o’sullivan




